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Cold weather contributes 49ers win Super Bowl by
to fires throughout county blasting Dolphins, 38-16
See story on page 6

MSU's Gerald Welker
taking post in Alabama

See story on page 8
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News In Brief
Secret shuttle countdown starts
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) - America's first top-secret
space shuttle mission edged toward reality today as officials
began the countdown to a Wednesday liftoff tithed to avoid the
prying eyes and ears of'soviet spy satellites.
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the
Pentagon will say only that Discovery will take off between 1:15
p.m. and 4:15 p.m. Wednesday. Officials are considering opening
the countdown to reporters nine minutes before the liftoff, but did
not indicate when they would decide.
The Defense Department argues that keeping the precise.time
classified will make it more difficult for spy satellites- and Russian trawlers sitting offshore to Monitor.ttie flight: Pentagon officials are-especially- concerned about photo-reconnaissance or
electronic eavesdropping satellites that could record the release •
of the secret payload carried in theshuttle's cargo bay

Lockheed plane crashes in Reno
RENO, Nev.(AP)- A.Loekheed Electra airplane with 68 people aboard crashed shortly after takeoff and burst into flames
next to a furniture store south of downtown early today, and only
the pilot was believed to have survived, authorities said.
The airplane. Galaxy flight 203,-tank off from Rent,Cannon International Airport at 1:05 PST, said Federal Aviatio
n Administration spokesman Ed Pinto in Washington D.C. The plane
crashed near a large apartment complex but did not hit any living quarters, a Red Cross official said.
Two Lockheed Electra turboprops have crashed, killing six
people, in the past seven months.
•

Harvester workers back on job
CHICAGO (API
More than 11,000 International Harvester
workers will hold ratification meetings later this week after
the
company and the United Auto Workers reached a tentativ
e
agreement ending a two-day 'strike-, officials said. The strike began at midnight Friday after negotiations
broke
down and affected workers in eight state's. They were to
return to
work today, according to Harvester spokesman Bill
Greenhill
and UAW spokesman Peter Laarman.
Greenhill said Sunday that no further details were available
on
the proposed three-year agreement, which ended the
strike in
less-than 48 hours:

IT HAPPENS TO THE BEST OF US - Ricky Latimer, Murray
policeman, gets a Saturday afternoon tug from the grips of
a S.
4-
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§UNNY
Today: Partly sunny and
not quite cold. High 10 to 15.
West wind 10. to 20 mph and
gusty.
Tonight: Partly cloudy and
cold Lqw 5 tO10'above zero.
'West wind 10 to 15 mph.
'Tuesday:. Mostly sunny
.with the high 26 to 25 West
vOnd 10 to 15 mph.

• LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
354.4
Barklar Lake
354.5

by David Tuck

Murray shivers

Elsewhere...
THE NATION - Abortion rights supporters kept vigil at clinics
for a fourth day today, while opponents held rallies and car.
caravans SundaY ln...4.01.v.ities building
•
. of the Supreme - Court's decision legalizing- -atrort *In
Washington D.C.. three men were arrested Saturday in connection with eight anti-abortion bombings in the past year.
TEL AVIV. Israel - Officials say Israel's army moves armored cars, trucks and heavy equipment to new lines in southern
Lebanon as the Israelis begin a three-stage withdrawal. Israel's
ambassador to the United Nations warns Syria not to send in
troops or Palestinian guerrillas after the Israelis leave.
GREENSBORO, Ga. - Three people died and 14 were overcome by carbon monoxide apparently released by an improperly
vented propane gas heater in a church, authorities said. Police
were called to the Church of God east of Greensboro about 11 p.m.
Sunday, and found the 17 victims, said Greene County Sheriff's
Deputy Kay Brown.
SHELBY VILLE - Firefighters say they
believe a faulty
heater apparently started a blaze that destroyed
five buildings in
downtown Shelbyville and sent five men to a local
hospital.
LAKELAND, Fla. - A cold wave that brought single-digit
temperatures to Florida today could extensively damage the
state's citrus crop, which has not yet recovered from a
devastating 1983 freeze and a deadly bout with citrus canker.
agriculture experts said.
GODDARD,Kan.- A 15-year-old opened fire with a rifle today
at a junior high school, injuring four people,two of them seriously, authorities said.
Today in History
Today is Monday, Jan. 21, the 21st day of 1985. There are 344
days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history-:-On Jan. 21, 1924, Russian revolutionary Vladimir Ilyich Lenin died of a stroke at the age of 54.
Today's birthdays: Actress Jinx Faikenberg is 66. Actor Paul
Scofield is 63. Actor Telly Savalas Is1.Comedian Benny Hill is
60. Radio personality Wolfman Jack is 46. Golfer Jack Nicklaus is
4.5. Opera singer Placid° Domingo is 44. Singer Mae Davis is 43...
Thought for today: "Big Brother is watching you."- From the
novel "Nineteen Eighty-Four," by George Orwell (1903-1950). •

16th Street ditch. Pearly McClure
tended the cable and Joe Mt
('lard manbed the controls.
Staff photo

00F! - 1198U
. grounds workers Sherrill Hicks clears a walk
in
front of Faculty. Hall Sunday. Working with
him were Paul
Bailey, James Burnley and Joe Beale.

Reagan foresees
a 'new America'
By TERENCE HUNT
-"We inust simplify our tax
Associated Press Writer
system, make it more fair and
WASHINGTON (AP)- Presibring tax rates down."
dent Reagan. forced indoors by
- "A new American Emanthe haish reality of a record
cipation - a great national
Capital freeze, issued àh indrive to tear down economic
augural rededication of his conbarriers and liberate the spirit
servative principles today.
of enterprise in the most
declaring "We are creating a
distressed areas of our
new America, a rising nation." - - country.".
As Washington shivered in
-"For-the sake of each%child
25-below wind chills. Reagan
in every corner of the globe,'we
moved his inaugural reenactseek, one day, the total elifninament indoors,and scrapped the
tion of nuclear weapons from the
traditional Pennsylvania
face Qf the Earth."
Avenue parade. From the
-"I will shortly submit a
Rotunda under the Capitol
budget to the Congress aimed at
dome, he told about •1,000
freezing govern/4er./ :program
origin
- not the 140.006117 spending for the next
year...Let
vited 'guests - that-"there -are
us make it, unconstitutional for
many mountains yet to climb." , the federal govern
ment to spend
Reagan 'Said he had succeeded
more than it takes in."
in implgmenting the
-:"We must think anew and,
beginning" promised in 1981 and .fniive withnew boldness, so'
laid_ down this second-term
ifbait'd on page 11)
agenda:
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•Pipes froze, kerosene ran out.
The bitter cold contributed to
fires broke out, high school
at least nine fires throughout the
students got stranded and colcounty, three of which destroyed
lege students got the day off.
homes; three flue fires were
The effects of Saturdayls
also reported. A run on kerosene
10-inch snowstorm and the ensufor portable heaters cleaned on_t__
ing car,choking Cold were still
suppliers; Coast to Coast Hardbeing felt this morning.as brief
ware emptied-- its -1.000-gallon
pouTr outages hit various sectank by 6 p.m. Saturday. The
tions of the city. Both the city
store was also out of heaters.
and county school systems-were
. snow shovels and, sleds, an
out, and Murray State students
employee said. Kentucky Lake
were given leave to stay in their
Oil- had kerosene but could not
dorms for the first time since
start As truck to supply it this
1978.
morning.
The Murray municipal water
Several churches canceled.
system was getting several calls
Sunday services, and Murray
from residents whose pipes had
State closed its doors for the
frozen, said public works direcfirst-tiMeln-seven years. Presitor tommy Marshall. As of this
dent Kala Stroup said official
morning, however, none of the
felt trying to heat cold
city's water mains had been
classrooms and offices would
blocked by ice.
put "an awful lot of pressure on
Saturday's snowfall of 10.4 inour heating system," and not all
ches pushed the month's total to
walkways could be cleared. The •
around 18 inches, the heaviest
library and student cafeterias
since 1978's 21 inches. Said John
remained open. and classes
Ed Scott. local observer for the
were scheduled to'resume TuesNational Weather Service, -if
day,Stroup said.
we have any more snow. we'll
It was' doubtful whether
probably break all records."
Calloway schools would reopen
.Record-breaking cold hit the' Tuesday-or even. Wednesday.
area Saturday night. reaching a
Assistant Superintendent
low of 15 degrees- below zero.
Jartnny.13ohatuion -said drifting
That was the second-lowest local
has made several roads imtemperature on record; the , passable. and brake linings had lowest was minus 20 in 1930, said
frozen on some buses. The
Scott. Sunday night's
county's 17 diesel buses also
temperatures dipped to 14
needed additives to thin out- the
below, and the high Sunday was
fuel, he said.
5 above.
A_ diesel - bus carryi-ng
Power outages occurred early
Calloway High -School speech
Sunday morning in Hardin and
students froze upon the Western
Almo. Power was returned in ' Kentucky Parkway near
both areas within about five
Elizabethtown Sunday. as the
hours, according to a West Kenstudents were returning victucky Electric Co-op dispatcher. - torious from a tournament in
The Hardin outage was due to an
Lexingto'n. They were
Insulator being cracked by the
transported by church buses to
bullet of a .22. rifle, he said.
the First Baptist Church in
Road crews worked over the
Elizabethtown. where they were
weekend cleating local streets:
given lunch. Students spent the
Main Street, 4th Street,'
night in a motel and were to be •
Sycamore fro% 4th to 16th. •
driven back today by instructor .
South-16th Street, Chestnut, ColLarry England. in a bus taken to.
lege Farm, Glendale and Doran
Elizabethtown by school
roads and U.S. 641 are maintainmechanics this rhornihe
ed by the state.
Murray speech students spent
City workers were also turnSaurday nightJ.x.Xlizabethtown
ing water off to boiiii?- vlio-ge .•
because of a finity,altei-nator,
pipes had burst. Marshall said
but made it home '
-gaiday by
residents whoa*, pipes are frozen
abdut 4 IA m:
sho-uld .seek plqmbing
A decisioli .vhether to reopen.
assistance. More problems of
Murray schools would probably
bursttn* pipes will occur when
be made late thia afternoon, Said
frozen'pipes begin thawing, he
Director of Pupil Personnel
said.
Willie Jackson.
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Junior & Missy
Winter Sportswear

Men's & Young Men's
Winter Sportswear
*Sweaters, shirts, & pants
• *Over 500 pieces in stock
•Orig. $18 to $28

*Sweaters, blouses, pants,.skirts,
blazers, and jeans
•Over 1000 pieces in stock
•Orig. $12 to $52
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Men's Winterweight
Outerwear

•Pants, blouses, sweaters, blazers,
dresses, and suits.
*0.ver 500 pieces in stock
*Ong. $9 to $65

*Heavyweight coats, midweight jackets
*Over 100 pieces to choose from
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Fall & Winter
Family Shoes

Fall & Winter
Handbags

*Shoes, boots, and athletic footwear
*Over 400 pair in stock
•Orig. $12 to $109

'Leather, vinyl and canvas
•Over 200 in stock
•Orig. to $30

NOW 3.99

NOW 1.99
to 5.99
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PERSPECTIVE
Education- reports
By Louise Chawia
FRANKFORT, Ky. - In late 1984 William J.
Bennett, chairman of the National Endowment for
the Humanities, released a report on the condition
of American higher education that has occasioned reviews and editorials in periodicals and
newspapers across the country. Several Kentucky
newspapers have responded positively to the
report's conclusions.
The report, To Reclaim a Legacy,charges that
most college curricula have shattered the
coherence of the humanities. Most colleges have
"given up on the great task of transmitting a
culture," the report claimed. Instead, they present students with a jumble of electives more like
"a self-service cafeteria through which students
pass without being nourished."
As-a result, many college graduates now lack
"even the most rudimentary knowledge about the
history, literature, arts.and philoSophical foundations of their nation and civilization," warned Bennett, who earlier this month was nominated by
President Ronald Reagan to replace Terrell H.
Bell as U. S. Secretary of Education.
The NEH report singled out a few institutions
in states othenthan Kentucky that stand as model
exceptions to this trend. Several Kentucky
editorial commentators have made note of scattered actions by some institutions in the Bluegrass
state to preserve the effective teaching of the
humanities.
The most focused, toordinated effort by our
state to address this problem -goes uniemarked,
however. It is an oversight that needs to be
corrected.
Up to this point no mention has been made by
Kentucky's press of the fact that two years ago
the -Kentucky Council on Higher-Education- confronted head on the issue that Bennett has raised In colinboration with Kentucky State University in Frankfort, it assigned the university a new
" mission to be "the unique, small, liberal studies'
institution in the state system," thereby embodyink into KSU all of the major changes that Bennett now recommends.
After two years, Kentucky State University's
coordinated humanities curriculum may no longer
be material for headlines. In light of the NEH
report, however, it is still newsworthy, and it
deserves not to be forgotten.
One symptom of the decline in humanities
teaching, according to Bennett, is that schools
have either abandoned liberal studies requirements altogether or -have left students to
patch together a required nulriber of credits froth
an unrelated array of offerings. Too often, these
offerings are topical rather than timeless.
In contrast, KSU has imposed liberal studies requirements through which all students seeking a
bachelor's degree follow a 53-credit-hour, structured sequence of courses in the fine arts,
literature, history, philosophy, the social sciences,
the natural sciences, languages, and
mathematics.
Central to KSU's requirements are a series of .
courses called "integrative studies" that include
the areas of art:music, history, and philosophy.
They are deigned to ensure not only that students
have basic knowledge regarding the humanities
disciplines. but that they also have a sense of how
developments in these different areas have been
interrelated.
For more intensive work in the humanities for
• honor students;KSU has established its Whitney
M. Young, Jr. College of Leadership Studies. The
Akiege is modeled after thP-r:-rea.,43,93piwaenl'"77, .
a-Mt. John s
• - 3- ,••41J.;
-Fe N.M. - one of the college programs that
meets Bennett's warm approval.
The new college at KSU faithfully copies its
model. All classes are small group tutorials or
seminars in which professors and students jointly tackle major literary, scientific, philosophical,
and religious texts of Western culture in historical
sequence. These works are approached not as
bundles of facts to be consumed and passed over,
but as catalysts to a lifelong habit of careful
reading, thinking, speaking and writing.
The college differs from St. John's, a private institution, in two respects that are appropriate to
its status as a unit within a state university. It
allows students more program options. All
students complete the first two years together. In
the junior and senior years, students may elect to
either continue to concentrate on Whitney Young
College studies or to major in some other program
of the university.
KSU's Whitney Young College is also distinctive
in its price. Tuition, room, and board come to only a fraction of the cost of similar private programs. Scholarships are available for qualifying
students.
Kentucky would do well not to forget the new
developments at KSU. In the opportunities that the
state has provided for students there, it has anticipated Bennett's criticisms and recommendations by two years. At KSU students are gaining
wide knowledge about the history, literature, arts
and philosopical foundations of their nation and
civilization - an education as well as college
degrees.
Dr. Chawla is an assistant professor in Kentucky State University's Whitney Young College.
She has a Ph.D. in environmental psychology
from City University of New York Graduate
Center.
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royko says

by mike royko

What's it going to he: putt or pet?
I hope nobody blushes, but I am
ings and yearnings. It's always:
going to pose a rather personal
"Madam, do you have your quota
quettion to male readers. Given a
of orgasms? Does your husband
choice, men, would you rather be
engage in an adequate amount of
having sex with your wife or out
foreplay? Does the earth -shake?"
bowling with your buddies?
We have become the rorgotten
If you aren't a bowler, just
sex, except during the recently ensubstitute fishing, golf, shooting
dured Age of the Wimp, when
pool, leaning on a bar, watching TV
many modern men didn't wait to be
or whatever your favorite recreaasked, but blubbered out their most
tional activity is.
embarrassing thoughts to anybody
This question was inspired by
who would tolerate them.
something my friend Ann Landers
.But the average guy is never askrecently wrote.
ed about such things. So, to provide
She asked her female readers it
some balance to Ann's survey, I
they would be content just being
am conducting my own.
cuddled and treated tenderly and
Naturally, I can't ask the same
forget about going all the way.
question - choose between sex or
The response was fascinating..
being merely cuddled - since that
Her readers overwhelmingly voted,
is not a choice most men would
In favor of skipping doing it for bemake, although some fellows•'
ing cuddled.
might feel differently in San
Some of them even expressed * Francisco.
relief that their husbands had died
So, I have substituted other opor'become infirm, so they did not
tions, such as the above-mentioned
have to do'it anymore.
choice between sex or bowling, etc.
- The only. complaint-that-I- have
And-if thatIstfl't thed.of quesabout Ann'is survey is that it was
tion that you want to answer, herer
directed only at females.
are a few Others you might
But, then, aren't most sex
consider.
surveys?
- Given a choice, would you
Nobody ever asks us about our . prefer a wife who.makes frequent
needs, our frustrations, our longdemands on your weary bod, or one

who is content to cook, clean, shop,
Or, if you wish, you can
tend the house, walk the dog, elaborate, pour out
those innerchange the kitty litter, address the most feelings on your needs,
your
Christmas cards, and project a desires, your secret
-cravings'. I
pleasant, obedient, cheerful mean, that's what a newspap
er is
demeanor?
• for, right?'
- In the evening, do you prefer a
You can write a letter about the
Wife who leers and nudges you above question
s or anything you
toward the bedroom, or would you consider relevant,
or even irrelerather be allowed to sit up drinking
vant. Omit you name or include it.
beer and watching the late, late Names will, of course,
be kept conshow until you fall asleep in your fidential - unless
you want it
chair and are awakened by the na- published to,fock
and horrify pour
tional anthem?
wife.
- What makes your pulse race
Later, I will tabulate and print
faster and your breathing grow
the results and some of the more inheavier - dropping a 40-foot putt, teresting letters.
landing a six-pound bass, bowling a
I ask only that you write nothing
230 game, watching your favorite
too lewd, since I would not want my
baseball team win a pennant, or secretary to spend
her day
seeing your wife Waddle across the
blushing. Or snickering.
room in a negligee?
Address your letters this way:'
- DO you prefer an old-fashioned
Mike Royko, Sex or Bowling
woman who closes her eyes, clenClinic, Chicago Tribune,. 435 N
chs her teeth and meekly kubmits
Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill., 60611.
to your
....c.l.g1119.114S... _or _a
modern creature -who points at the
portent scientific and sociological
boudoir and says "Move - the
data. .
mood is upon me"?
If noihing else, you will know
If you wish to take part in this
whether to invest your money in a' survey, all you have to do is tear
coml:
. any that makes waterbe'ds or
out the column, underline your
one th:t sells putters.
responses, and send them.to me.

looking back

business mirror
NEW YORK (AP) - As long as
there is a sun in the heavens there
will be taxes on Earth, along with
all those things that people do
about taxes.
But nobody can accurately
forecast the impact of tax actions.
Do you remember the 1981
federal tax cut that reduced the
percentage of income you had to
dole out to Uncle Sam - by 36 percent for the median income family,
according to President Reagan's
economic advisers?
How could you forget it, especially when states and municipalities.
many of them with severe financial

capitol ideas
WASHINGTON AP)(
- Majority
Leader Jim Wright hopes to stand
one day at the rostrum as speaker ,
of the House of Representatives,
but more recently he was holding
forth from a far more humble
perch: a drafty corner of a
Washington bookstore.
The Texas Democrat was hawking a book of short essays,
speeches and poems.
"The book sales are as brisk as
the wind," Wright boasted, shivering. He allowed that a milder day
would have been welcome.
He was positioned just inside the
establishment's front door at a
table containing stacks of his latest
book, a thin volume entitled
"Reflections of a Public Man."
Everytime the door opened, a gust
of winter air would score a direct
blast on Wright on one of the coldest days a the year in the capital.
"There is in every6My a desire
for self-expression," said Wright,who was autographing copies of the
book an
drawing sketches of
himself on the inside front covers.
His book is trilled as a "collection
of random thoughts and observe-

by john cunniff
problems, used the opening to raise
their own taxes. While the locals
didn't take it all, they made a big
dent in the reduction.
And perhaps you remember the
1978 tax revolt in California, where
voters passed Proposition 13, a
measure that limited real estate
taxes and deprived the
bureaucracy of the money it needed to do its thing, which is to grow.
But did you know that the money
withheld from the state
bureaucracy went instead to the
federal government?
That is exactly what happened,
according to a University of

by tom raum
tions." Most items take up less
than a page. "The best thing is it
doesn't stretch the attention spars,"
Wright told a reporter.
.
It includes musings on his job, on
his colleagues, the press and even
such unrelated subjects as a Mexican sunset ("to take it in you
almost had to pray" I and old
magazines (
make little
pieces of history come alive").
With House Speaker Thomas P.
O'Neill's announcement that he
will retire in 1986, Wright becomes
the leading candidate for the No. 1
House job. But, in one of his essays.
entitled "raw power." Wright
claims he probably had more real
authority as mayor of Weatherford, Texas. •
When you're the mayor of a
small town. he wrote. "you can't
hide from problems. You have to
them.
"_ Ever y_bolky _knows yap.'
telephone number. It's no good to
take it off the hook. Everyone in
town knows where you live. Drunks
will call you at -two o'clock in the
morning and little old ladies think
you should be up andabout by six
o'clock."

- Ten years ago
The. average price paid on .the
Murray Tobacco Market topped
the $100 mark for the first time in
history yesterday as the three Murray floors sold a total of 513.824
pounds for an average of $104.10
per hundred weight.
- Navyman Larry K. Downey, son
of Mr. and Mrs. BUel Downey, has
graduated from recruit training at
Naval Training Center. Orlando,
Fla.
Marine Lance Cpl. John J. Darnall, son of Mrs. Clifton BT Hutson,
Rt. 8. Murray, is servingwith 2d
Marine Division, Camp LeJeune.
N:C.
_
_
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Reed
Madison, Jr., on Jan. 9.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Boggess of
Hardin observed their 71st wedding
anniversary on Jan. 15.
twentY years ago - •
PFC John H. Arnold:Jr., is serving with the United States Army at
Orleans. France.
Miss Margaret Brandon.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
Brandon, will be crowned as
Basketball Queen of Calloway
County High School on Jan. 22. Her
attendants will be Gwen Fuikerson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
M.W. Fulkerson; Carolyn Garrison, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
J.H. Garrison: and Wilma Hale,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hollis

California volume,"California And
The American Tax Revolt," based
on a Los Angeles Times survey in
the spring of 1983.
According to authors Terry
Schwadron, Paul Richter and Jack
Citrin, much of the multibillion
saving ended up in Uncle Sam's
wallet, of all places. This is how
they describe what happened:
"One of the biggest winners in
California's tax revolt ... was a taxgobbling bureaucracy of just the
kind the late 1970s 'tax rebels' loved to denounce.
"Uncle Sam may have claimed
as much as $12.5 billion of the
estimated $50 billion that Californians have saved from a tax uprising that was widely intended to
curb government's appetite.
"The money flowed to the federal
treasury a's cuts In property, state
income, and gift and inheritance
taxes swelled personal and corporate income and reduced itemized income-tax reductions."
The best intentions of taxlawmakers are sometimes
frustrated even before laws are
passed. Right now, tax specialists
are already working on ways to
abort the impact of tax changes
that have merely been proposed.
One proposal. from Donald
Regan's Treasury Department,
would limit interest deductions for
mortgages on second residences.
or vacation homes. It would,
however, retain the tax deduction
on primary residences.
But tax specialists and smart
homeowners already have figured
out how to frustrate such a proposat Jtic-y plan,
ta
simply take out a bigger mortrage•
on their primary home and pay for
the second home with-the cash.
It's legal, and it Might remain
legal.even After taxes are revised,
which they sutely will be - as
surely as there's a sun in the
heavens.

One hundred and sixty-three
students have applied'for degrees
in January at Murray State College. according to Wilson Gantt,
registrar.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Chapman and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs Major.
Prescott.
Thirty years ago
The stringed instrument players
of the Murray Training School Orchestra will participate in a String
Festival at Benton on Jan. 24.
Cpl. Pat Smith, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde Smith. is enroute home'
after serving since September 1953
with the Army in Seoul, Korea..
The annual Christian Workers
Training School of Murray SubDistric of Methodist Church will
begin Jan. 23 at the First Methodist
Church, Murray. with the Rev. Orville Easley as dean of the faculty.
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URRAY TODAY_

Corning corn' nninity events announced
'
—

Monday,Jan.21.
Theta Department of
Murray Wor:;,,,tea Club
will mee Ces'nu p.m. at
the club house.
---- •
-Murray Chapter. Pro' fessional Sec.rtaries
A
Internatiori-i:ewal meet at
7 p.rce-o_.c University
Brancil of the Bank of
Murray.
Flousehold ce‘eter for
Ricky Y cA, and his
three. children. whose

Monday,Jan,21
home and contents were
destroyed by fire, will
bt from 6:30 to 9 p.m. at
Dexter Community
Center. For information
call 753-0895 or 753-6598.
---- Calloway xkthletic
Booster lu1 eil mee at
7 p.m. 4_,
;_ecise.afeteria of
Callowb„ County High
School.
---Murray Pack 57 of
Cub Scouts will Ilave a_

Monday,Jan.21
Father-Son Event at
6:30 p.m. in Fellowship
Hall, First Baptist
Church.
-- _
Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at the lodge hall.
Reservations for
Managing Farm Stress
Workshop on Jan. 25
should be-made by to-

Your individual
Horoscope

Monday.Jan.21
day by calling Ex,tenion
Office, 753-X452 or
753-1456.
irree introductory session of -Be Trim."
weight co:1+W program,
will' ocetr; 7 to 8:30
C&
p.m. in third floor
classroom, Murray:
Calloway County
Hospital.
Betty Sledd Group of
First Bapt±.4 Church
Womes-ce,edb'meet with
Marilyu Walker at 7
p.m.
Tuesday,Jan.22
Murray Lions Club
will meet at 6:30p.m. at
the Murray Woman's
Club House. "
---Mild Lynn will present a free euphonium
recital at 8 p.m. in
Recital Hall Annex,
Fine Arts Center, Murray State University..

Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY,JANUARY 22,1985

- Mtierray Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen. editor

too hard.
What kind of day will tomorrow be?
LIBRA
To find out what the stars say, read
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
the forecast given for your birth sign.
After buying a necessity
▪ for the
ABMShome,
you may feel short of cash. The
Nit
( Mar.21 to Apr. 19)- •
accent, though, is on happy romance
Though a chum offers helpful'adand
fun-filled leisure activities.
vice, it's still not wise to involve
AA will meet at 8 p.m.
SCORPIO
friends in your business dealings.
at American Legion
'
TAURUS
( Oct.23to Nov.21)
Building, South Sixth
Listen to what a family member is
!n Apr.20 to May 20)
and Maple Streets.
Partners make long-term_ plans
trying to tell you. Undeveloped talents
---now demand e ression. Use our
re arding retirement or leisure.
career
ay
off pounds sensibly)
a great big plus.
SAGITTARIUS
GEMINI
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
(Nov.=to-Dec.21)
4W
1
at Health Center.
.( May 21 to June 20)
You may _take steps.to build up a
Though a-vacation is very much on
nest egg. Let your imagination soar
---your mind, job priorities take
and creativity reaches new heights.
An open water scuba
precedence. _Talk with employers
Banish self-doubt.
diving course will open
about special benefits and incentives.
CAPRICORN
at 6 p.m. in Room 106,
CANCER
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Carr Health Building,
1June 21 to July 22)
It's lest to keep financial planning
Murray State UniVersiYou're inching closer to a perma
and developments-to yourself loday.-. -ty. For information call
nent commitment, but there are-quesDo not mix friendship with business at
762-6835 or 753-6811.
tions of intimacy that still concern
present.
you. Work is a breeze.
AQUARIUS
Marshall County
LEO
-(Jan.21}to Feb:18
Ladles - Full Gospel
tJuly 23 to Aug.22).
You'll make some new friends toFellowship will meet at
*A4 real-estate move is in your-favor-- -day:Behind-the-Scenes developments
10:30 a.m. at Ken-Bar
despite a close ties' misgivings. Novel
Tavor. you careerwise. A higher-up,
Inn.
entertainments add spice to leisure
though,is incommunicado.
activities.
PISCES
Two guitar courses
VIRGO
(Feb.19to Mar.20)
will start at 2 p.m.-and-4
sit
AAug.2319 Sept.22
A plan had every chance of sucp.m. in Room 200-A,
Progressive methods bring success
ceeding. Don't give in to needless
Prince_ Doyle,Fine:Arts
on the job. Evening brings a slight letworry. You're able to put more pieces
(Cont'd-on page 111)
down. Unwind.gracefully. Don't- piisti
in place now.
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P.arker-West weddingscheduled on Feb. 14
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall T. Parker of
Sedalia anno'unce the
engagement and forthcoming marriage of
their daughter. Tanya
Marie, to -Tony Alan
West. son of Mr. and
Mrs. J.T. West of TriCity.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of Mrs.
Helen Kinsey of Sedalia
and of Mr. and Mrs.
William Parker of South_
Fulton, Tenn. `
Miss Parker is a 1984
graduate of Sedalia
High School and now is
employed at DennisonHunt of Murray.
Mr..West is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Joel
Lemons of Mayfield and
or Albert Lee West of
Lynn Grove and the late
Mrs. Ola Mae West.
The groom-elect is a
1980 graduate of Sedalia
High School and now is
employed at K-Mart of
Murray.
The wedding will be
'Solemnized - on Thursday,Feb. 14, at 7 p.m. at
the Salem Baptist
Church, Lynn Grove,
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in the fellowship hall of
the church.
Ali friends and
-relitires`are invited -to:' attend. Only out-of-town .
invitatiohs will be sent.
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Tanya Itlarie Parker and
Tony Alan lX"est will- marry
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Cookie sales started by Girl Scouts
_ The annual Girl Scout
Cookie Sale has started
by the over 200 Girl
Scouts in Murray and Calloway county,according to Edith Clark,
Core Director, and Donna Whitfield, publicity
chairman.
'`Blast Off To.Greater "pilt on at the factory on Mrs. Whitfield...
Each box will sell for
Heights" is the theme of the cookie boxes
- the sale this year which themselves. The only $2 with 25 cents going to
will include seven dif- way to get it open is to the troop of the member
tear the tear strip, of- making the Sale. - The
ferent types.
cookies;Lre the type that
This year the boxes ficials said. •
The seven different can be frozen for later
feature a stronger glue
on the ends plus a tear types of cookies are as use and special recipes
usllig-the cookies have
atrip to discourage follows:
-lunettes, lemon been prepared by the
tampering. There' is
reinforced -super-glue kist and pecan praline - Girl Scout Association.
shortbread, a new
The Girl Scouts will
cookie this year named have different incenIn honor of the Girl Live or the cooid
Bezipt -Founder, Julietry"
Low;
far pailicipating. Other
• Samoas, said to be awards will include t"world's most delicious shirts, nifty night shirts,
cookie;
space stuffed animals.
• Thin Mints, double
rich with fudgie middle;
4-• Do-Si-Dos, peanut
butter sandwiches;
PLATE LUNCH
Tagalongs, -peanut
SERVED
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
butter patties;
fear choke of 1
(AP) - Watch Bobby
.• Trefoils, old Ewing closely,"Dallas"
meat
and
3
fashioned tender fans, for after this
vegetables
shortbread;
season he will be no
.- Chocolate Chunks, more. Actor Patrick
made with real Duffy says he put too
Chidme and Dressing,
chocolate.
much work into creating
Oven Fried Chick's,
The sales will con- the nice-guy, foil to conNa., Roost Beef
tinue by the Girl Scouts niving J.R. Ewing to
These Items May
through Feb. 3 and the have anyone else take
cookies are scheduled over.
for delivery abouf
Duffy earlier said he
March .1, according, was leaving the popular

OIRL
SCOUTS
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plus monetary awards
and sleeping bags.
A Cookie Kickoff Rally for all Girl Scouts will
be Saturday, Jan. 26. at
10 a.m. in the Calloway
Public Library.
Persons are asked to
contact. any Girl Scout
cookie orders--aslinsis the main financial
project of the association for eaeh-year. Mrs.
Clark Said.
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Actor Duffy wants character
of'Bobby' not to be replaced

LADIES DEPARTMENT
•All Ladies Levi and Lee Jeans
•Ladies Gams Slacks Of 800. Poly 200. Wool
to &organdy, Brown, Tan Reg. $16.00
°Ladies

20%

Off

$2.95

Now

$12.00

Levi Cords In Solids or Stripes

is Reg. 28.99 and 25.99

Now

•All Playtex Bras and Girdles
•All Colognes Buy 1 At Regular Price and

$16.00
20% Off
1/2 Price

Get The 2nd At

.00. A • 30

DUNE
A WORLD
BEYOND [pa

EVERY TUESDAY IS

TACO TUESDAY
2 CRISPY TACOS

MEN'S DEPARTMENT

CINE 1&2

,t-For $

15. 0•11)

tailtAv

e •1 Group Men's Long Sleeve Shirts
•
Western Style, Pullovers and Dress Shirts
Values To $15.99

Now

$10.00

•1 Rack Men's Jeans Levi

CUNT EFISTWOOD
BURT REYNOLDS DIE

$15.88
Reg. 14.99 Now $10.99

DOMESTICS
0 For The Quilter...
•Mountain Mist Polyester Batting
81x96

•Unbleached Domestic 40" Wide

k

LERMANS
KNOWN FOR BETTER VALUES

re;

19

147re

Coupons-No Limit

TACO JOHNS.
Across From MSU Stadium

CBS television -series
after seven years to pursue other projetta.-btitthis week said he had
asked executive producer Philip Capice and
producer Leonard Katzman not to replace him.
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"I speht too much
time and effort constructing that
character," said Duffy,
who was -in Nashville
this Week is co-host
.with- singer Tammy
Wynette of the Music City News Top Country
Hits Awards'show.

Wi

on

He would not say what
will happen to Bobby.
"It will be part of the
climax of the season, a
UtIle .c.liffha.nger"
before the season-ending "But we won't carry it over. It will be resolved
at the end of the year.

,
Another Diet Center Success'Story _

7/te7"ver
SISSY
SPACEK
MEL
GIBSON

BREAKIN' 2
ELECTRIC
BOOGALOO

They're
back...
Loaded
On The.
Square

Of* Good

central center 753-3314

Movin On, Big Yank
Stretch Denim and Rapid Transit by Wrangler
Values To $24.99
Now

•Tall Man Flannel Shirts

1
tot
ad
ph

Jeanette Williams, of Murray, Ky., will be starting 1985-50 pounds thinner. Jeanette Williams came to Diet Center after
several unsuccessful attempts with other weight loss
programs. Oh, she lost weight but immediately
regained all the lost weight. On the Diet Center Program Jeanette has-learned better nutrition and a
guaranteed way to keep those unwanted pounds from
creeping lack on.
.
The Diet Center Program is based on sound nUtritioaand is modified to-meet the individual needs of
each dieter..Diet Center counselors, themselves have
experienced the success 'of the Program. The
counselors work closely and individually with each
dieter...because they care.
YOU, TOO, CAN BE ANOTHER DIET CENTER
SUCCESS S-TORY.
•
.

.3.
.

•

EDDIE. is on vacation
BEVERLY
HILLS

Mon.-Fri.
. 7:30-100
230•530,,
Sat. in• Noon

00"• - •
,

DIET

.
CENTER) •
Hwy..041 North
---

easetnat M.753-3314

••••
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DATEBOOK
Telinis play WJechleSCia

Young shower Thursday

Grotti B of Ladies Tennis of the Murray Country Club will play Wednesday, Jan. 23. The group
will, meet at 8:30 a.m. at entrance to Murray.
Calloway County Park to go to Kenlake Tennis
Center to play. The lineup is as follows: Court
One — Cathy Young, Ann Uddberg, Marilyn Germann and Carol Waller; Court Two — Laura
Miller, Vickie Jones, Eileen Portner and Vicky
Holton; Court Three — Annette Alexander,
Kathy Kopperud. Dianne Buckingham and Norma Frank.

Humane meeting planned
The Humane Society of Calloway County will
meet Tuesday, Jan. 22, at 6:30 p.m. at the
Calloway Public Library. This meeting is open to
the public, according to Kathy Cohen, president.

'Be Trim event changed
The free introductory session of "Be Trim,"
weight control program at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospial, has been changed from tonight
( Monday ) to Monday. Jan. 26, from 7 to 8:30 p.m.
in the third floor classroom of the hospital. Interested persons are urged to attend and to preregister call 753-5131, extension 338.

The shower for Ricky Young and children,
Melissa, Rick and Robby. whose.home and =tents were destroyed by fire on Jan. 11, has been
rescheduled from tonight (Monday)
. to Thursday. Jan. 24. The event will be from 6:30 to 9 p.m.
at thai Dexter Corhmunity. For information call
753-0895 or 753-6598.

Prince Charles and Princess piana agree
to photo session hetbre going on skiing trip
LONDON (AP) —
Prince Charles and
Princess Diana are going skiing in Liechtenstein for five days, and
they want the press to
leave them alone.
They will be guests of
Liechtenstein's royal
family and will stay in
the 12th-century castle
in Vaduz during their
third skiing vacation in
the principality on the

-

Swiss-Austrian border.
A Buckingham Palace
statement said the royal
couple agreed to a photo
session at the start of
their vacation "expecting that the remainder
of their holiday will be
considered private with
no intrusive action by
any member of the
media."
Two years ago, their
first vacation in
Liechtenstein ended in
an uproar after high-

JANUARY
CLEARANCE

speed car chases, hot
pursuits by
photographers down the ski slopes and a buzzing
by a helicopter hired by
a Swiss magazine.

OPTIMIST EVENT
The Oratorical Competition of Murray Optimist Club on Tuesday,
Jan. 22, has been canceled, according to Mark
Miller, club spokesman.

/ Van Buren

All Winter Fashions

K.

"t•'

• .4ginq Suit'
• -sses
• ',int Items

*Sweaters
•Pant,
*Coats

50%-75% Off
GUYS & DOLLS

Where more
Americans find
a 12:4e.refund

By Abigail

igy

of the English 330, Film Criticism Class, but
anyone who is interested may attend. The film is
the first of a number of classics scheduled in the
spring as part of the film festival, which is sponsored in part by the Center for International Pro:
grams, the University Center Board, the Offire
Of Conferences and Continuing Education, the
Colleges of Creative Expression and Humanistic
Studies and the Departments of English and
Foreign Languages:

Fihn Will be
"Birth of a Nation," the 1915 American silentfilm classic directed by D.W. Griffith, will be
shown 1n,two.parts in Room 208, Faculty Hall.
Murray State University. as the first spring
semester program- bf the 1984-85 International
Film Festival. Showings will be from 12:30 to
1:45 p.m,. on Tuesday, Jan. 22, and from 12:30 to
1:20 p.m. on Thursday. Jan 24 The movie is part

Your Fashion Place

Daughter's Secret Abortion
la_Mothefs•Secret Burden

.„.

1

3

DEAR ABBY: Our beautiful college sophomore came home for the
Christmas holidays, and her father
and I were thrilled to see her. We live
in the Midwest, and she goes to an
Eastern college where she's a top
student.
Now for the bombshell.- She told
me that she, had. had an abortion
two months'ago! I nearly dropped
dead. I didn't even know she wasn't
still a virgin. She said she had been
intimate with two boys—both college students. Worse yet, she wasn't
sure which one got her pregnant. (I
am shaking so hard as I write this, I
can hardly hold,the pen.).
Of course I forgave her, and I told
her to go to confession. She said she
had already gone. She begged me
-not to tell her father
Why, oh . why did sPe tell me?
There is nothing I can do about it
except feel rotten. How I wish she
hadn't told me! Should I tell my
husband? He would be crushed. I
feel very guilty keeping this from
him because we've always been 80
close.
Please tell me what to do. I don't
think I can ,handle this alone.
SICK AT HEART
DEAR SICK: Tell your priest,
tell your God,and if that doesn't
lighten your burden, talk to a
counselor, but please don't tell
your husband. It would be a
kindness to spare him the heartache you are experiencing.
* * *

DEAR ABBY: Although this is
too late for Christmas, I have some
advice for your readers that is applicable all year:
When the maiLgarrier leave? m- ail
for someone not living at your
address, i.e. mail for 913 South Elm
St. delivered to 913 North Elm St.,
do not write "Wrong Address" on
the envelope and drop it into a
mailbox!
A pristal employee may not know
that theletter was delivered to the
wrong address—he may assume
that it was incorrectly addressed, in
which case the letter will be returned
to sender, if there is a return address
on the envelope. If there is no return

Olympic Plaza, Murray

H&R BLOCK
Found Tracey Daniel
yr)..yry•-•••-s2siya.iprwri•

•

$513I

•

address on the envelope, it will go to
the dead-letter office.
So instead of writing "Wrong
Address" or "Not for This Address
on the letter (or package), write
"Delivered to Wrong Address," then
place it where your mail carrier, who
probably made the error in the first
place, can see it and deliver it to the
correct address.
JIM MILLER, POSTMASTER,
JUNCTION CITY, KAN.

We can't promise everyone
',his. but. In a recent survey of
customers who wn
e r;•1unds.
.2
oute14
rigunds than
v dirt their
own taxes 3 oui o 4.

What can we find for you?
903 Arcadia St.
Open 9 a.m. 0
Weekdays. 9 3 Sot. Phon• 733•9204
Master Card And Visa Accrapted At Most Area Losstions

* ****PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST* ****
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

DEAR POSTMASTER:Thanks
for the helpful information.
0**

DEAR ABBY: It is Christmas
Eve. I have just finished wrapping
my mother's gift—a large, expensive- color `W.-She is elderly, and
living on Social Security, and she'll
love it.
But I have just decided to give her
another, more important gift: the
gift of myself.
I will drive her to the supermarket
instead of letting her walk to a highpriced convenience store.
I will take her to the long-running
play she wants to see, which I have
seen five times.
will invite her to dinner more
often, not just on holidays and
special occasions.
I will curb my anger at her forgetfulness. and try not to answer a —
rem:meat on short notice with,"I don't
have the time."
And above all, I will tell her I love
her—something I haven't done in
years.
I have read many, many letters in
your column from people like me—
full of regret after their parents were
gone. In this case, it's not too late.
As I write this I am in tears at my
thoughtlessness. But thank God
they are not tears of grief at my .
mother's funeral. Please sign me ...
JUST WOKE UP IN CALIFORNIA

(Getting married? Send for Abby's
new,updated,expanded booklet,"How
to Have a Lovely Wedding." Send your
name and address clearly printed with
a check or money order far $2.50(this
includes postage) to: Depr Abby, Wedding Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.)

D&T
Ware
house Foods
Prices Good
While Supplies Last!

tt's The Total On The
Tape That Counts

P.

;

Martha White

Flour
5 Lb.

Martha White

Meal

Chili

5 Lb

890

Food

W Beans

69
'
$
Lb

Lucky Leaf

Northern
Bathroom

10 Lb Red

Reelfoot

Tissue

Potatoes

Bacon

I Cherry Pie
Filling

12 Oz

4 Roll Pkg.

21 oz

$1 29 990

1°9
Reelfoot

Wieners
12 oz

1Keeb1er Town House Crackers 1 Lb. $1.49
Coke, Diet
Coke, Sprite,
or Mello Yello

Totinto
Assorted Variety

Cheer
Family Size
10 Lb. 11 oz

8 Pk. 16 oz.

Pizza

$499

98°

4r

trirBor-B-Q & Burgers

Keebler Krunch Twist Reg. $1.39 89'IFisher Sandwich Mate Cheese 12 ..z.79
**** *PRICE_S .dooct WHILESUPPLIES LAST* * ***

753-0045

WINTER HOURS:
9:30 a.m.-5.00 pm.

Receiving Guess
Spring Sportswear!

•Suits •Blouses •Skirts
•Tops •Pants
•Shirts
•Walking Shorts

Save 50%-75% Off

'Scarves •Belts
'Handbags
•Jewelry
•Accessories

Pants, Skirts, Tops

Warm Ups and
Jogging Suits

China, Crystal,
Silver and Gifts

*at

'5 & '10

CV13411460647::1:
stantkteP

,

41E

Save 50%-75% Off
All Winter Clothing

Large Racks of

-few:

Kelly

Dog

r ic Nunn Better Dog Food 26% Protein 25 Lb. $4.591 Yellow Onions 5 Lb Bag 99'

Special Good Jan. 18-24
Place Ain't Fancy But Sho Is Good Food!

JANUARY
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Trail Blazer

mho

'199
Murray

Eggs

Doi

V' 0

Chestnut St.

Hours:
Monday
Thru
Saturday
8-7

Turner Ice Milk 1/2 Gal. $1.19

Special: Large Bar-B-Q
& French Fries

Lynn Grove
Large

alialeePOWserMareM9•rappmdieen*W4*
.
-- ---....

* New Shipment20 %
Guess Jeans

Off

TT$

J.

r‘iii• 11

TM: Ill Rig

19$5
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Nine weekend
fires reported
in Calloway
As temperatures dipped into
the single digits over the
weekend, some area residents
tried to escape the sub-freezing
weather by turning up their
heaters 'and stoking up their
fires, according to Eddie 'Stone,
assistant chief of the Calloway
County Fire Rescue Squad.
Stone and his department
responded to nine fires over the
weekend, which resulted in
three houses burning to the
ground and the total loss of an
apartment in Lynn Grove.
Stone explained that the majority of the fires his squad
responded to were weather
related, due mainly to improperly ventilated fireplaces and
overloaded fuse boxes.
The fire and rescue squad
responded to an 8 a.m. Sunday
flue fire at a house owned by
Ralph Clark, on Locust Grove
Church Road. ,
-"I{IGHT TO LIVE V. 1.K' A SUCCESS - More than 190 people participated in a Saturday morning
Firemen had just finished exdemonstration walk sponsored by the Life House of Murray. Above, those participants in the walk
tinguishing the fire, which causmarch down llain Street.The weekend event was said to have been "much more successful than I had
ed only minor damage, when
anticipated," according to Phil Kilby. organizer of the walk.
they were called to a second flue
fire at the home of Jacky
Hughes, of Route 4, Murray. The
house, located just southwest of
Murray, also received only
minor damage.
After a false alarm, a fourth
fire was responded to by the firerescue squad at the Irrianell
Burkeen residence at Almo and
. Dr.. Gerald L. Welker, proDuncantown. The residence and
fessor of musica.t. Miirray ,State.
two cars were reported total
University._ will become director
losses. The fire was believed to
of bands aricl.professor of music
have started in the fuse box,
at theTniversity of Alabama efwhich Stone said was probably
. _fective June 1.
overloaded due to the cold
'Welker. who joined Murray
State and county authorities weather.
State in 1979, will remain in his
are currently searching for two
Firemen responded to a fifth
present- position .through the
white males who posed as fire Sunday at a trailer
spring semester. He is director of.
telephone repairmen Saturday• residence east of Murray on
rbandS. eopchictor'of the chamber'
morning arid robbed a New Con- Forest Road. The trailer, owned
orchestra. he'ad of the Wind and
cord man. by L.B. Parrish, received minor
. percussion unit and is the KenAlton
Shackelford
damage
reportedly
to the fuse box, which
!Welty -state-chairtrian -of the Na
allowed two men posing as reportedly overloaded and
Associatiop, of rollege
telephone representatives into caught fire.
W• ind_ard Perc,ussion InstruCtors.
his house, located five miles
Two more fires were reported
• Welker brought distinctibn to.
south of New Concord on Billy Sunday night. A house owned by
• Murray State in 82 whenhe was
Branch Road. The two men, Bruc4 FAltrell and was being
seleaeci as -Seccifict prize-winner
after gaining entry to the house, rented to Parvin Hill was fully
-and top.rate4Ainert4n conducthreatened Shackelford with a engulfed in. flames by the time
tor in the, Natipnal Q.Unduding
handgun and robbed him of his firemen arrived. The house,
Competition. He hia- a.iSo servt.
wallet, according to the Ken- located on the old Murray-Paris
as director of the'Paducah- Sy m.
tucky State Police.
Road, was a total loss.
phony Oichestra..After robbing him, the two
A second fire Sunday evening,
He holds bacheickt's, master's...
men struck Shackelford and fled at about 11:15 p.m.. was
0.1id doctor -.-Of Mutical arts
on foot. State police and the reported at a house owned by
-degree,S,from_ the Eastman•
Calloway County Sheriff's Jerry McConnell about five
Schozkit of Music He Is thil first
Department are currently sear- miles east of Murray on Ky. 94
Ainegican to be awarded a doe-ching for the two men, but have East. The fire's origin was
torate .in applied saxophone._.:.
Dr. Gerald Welker
no suspects in custody.
unknown, and the house was a
I
total loss. Two firemen suffered
minor burns.
At 5 a.m. Monday, firemen
were back on the road answering a fire at apartment No. 8 at
the former Lynn Grove Sch_o_ol.
Damage was limited to the onie-,
apartment. Suspected cause
was a heater possibly located
too close the a wall.
Firemen were later called to a
flue fire at a residence four and
a half miles east of Murray off 94
East. Details were •unavailable
at press time.
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Lincoln Federal's individual retirement accounts
-have always offered high rates and big tax savings.

_
ybtrirrake a rollover deposit ofS-10,000- ornixe tn a- 1-1/2
Now YOU May qualify for more!
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Inaugural...

Reagan's oath
Here is the oath that President Reagan took when he
was sworn in to a second
term. The oath is set forth in
Article II, Section I of the
Constitution.
"I, Ronald Reagan, do
solemnly swear that I will
faithfully execute the Office
of President of the United
States, and will th the best of
my ability, preserve, protect
and defend the Constitution of
the United States."
Following the lead of Chief
Justice Warren Burger, who
administered the oath,
Reagan added words not in
the Constitution:
''SoS help me•God.
'
'

--to 5 year, fixed rate certificate, we'll pay you a rate that is
12 percent higher than our'regular IRJ jnvestment
for the same term

(Cont'd from page I)
every American who seeks work
And, looking forward:
can find work."
"We • are creating a new
With a risk of frostbite facing America, a rising nation once
hundreds of thousands of parade again vibrant, robus, and alive.
marchers,spectatorsand guests But the promise of our revoluat an outdwr swearing-in tion was meant for all people for
ceremony, Reagan accepted the all future time," he said.
advice of inaugural planners
"There are many mountains
and doctors and canceled the yet to climb. We will not rest unmost spectacular events in a til every American, from counf QUr
$ 1 2- 1111.1 tin ,t,--'" 711.11mr city, enjoys the
aY
extravaganza.
.
.
,, -j
dom-, dignity and
The cancellation of the out- opportunity which is our birdoor festivities disappointed thright as citizens of this great
thousands who came to Republic."
Washington, to take part in the
50th public installation in office
Of an American chief of state.
The president, who began his
day at a worship service, was to
spend an hour after lunch at
Capital Centre, a suburban coliseum that was being hastily
converted to an indoor parade
ground for bands to play indoors
Folk singer/songwriter John
- with no fear of frostbite.
Paul -Walters will perform at 8
"It's a tragedy," said Jake
p.m. Tuesday, Jan. 22, in Murray
Hansen, director of the
State University's Curris Center
American Conservative Union. Stables.
"...(But) you can't get mad at
Walters show consists of
God."
original songs which he accomReagan took the oath inside Tanies on his gut-string guitar. A
the White House at noon Sunday, staff writer with United Artists
the day for inaugurals fixed by
Music, ,he divides his time bet=
the Constitution. Today's events ween
songwriting
and
were a public affirmation of an
performing.
oath that Reagan said today
Born in Atlanta, Ga., Walters
"alone is cause for rejoicing."
played in a series of pop, rock and
"These will be years of folk bands after high school. In
American renewal," the presi1972 he moved to Tallahassee,
dent said, restating the prin- Fla., to pursue a degree in music
ciples that twice elected him to therapy at Florida State Univeroffice, and expressing satisfac- sity. He now lives in Nashville.
tion wittrthe results of his first
Walters' concert Tuesday is
term.
sponsored by the University
"Government'
. he said,--DI--Center Board. The performance
not our master but our servants." is free and open to the public.

Walters to
perform at
MSU; Tuesday
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Poachers
caught
Two poachers were
caught attempting to
load an illegally shot
six-point buck into the
trunk of their car Sunday evening, according
to Calloway County
Sheriff David Salentine.
Salentine, on a
routine patrol along
Highway 444 Sunday,
drove up on Terry
Stublefield, 19, of New
Concord and a juvenile
companion. The two had
shot a deer and were
trying to load it into
their car' at about 7
D,M.. according to the
digrlif•
Both were taken into
custody and issued citations for poaching, after
their 270-Caliber gun
was taken and retained
by the sheriff's depart.
ment:
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FARM AND AG NOTES
Hog farmers should be on lookout
for pseudorabies: the 'mad itch'
Pseudorabies, commonly called "mad
Itch," is an extremely
contagious virus disease
of hogs, cattle, dogs and
occasionally cats, but
never humans.
Cattle are usually exposed to this nervous
system disease by hogs
and are a "dead end
host;" in other words,
they always die.
Diagnosis is often made
on a farm when the dogs
and cats or cattle suddenly die.
Pseudorabies is an old
disease.which, over the
years, has spread
through the swine
Population unchecked.

Typically it flares up in
a herd and then disappears for two to three
years when it suddenly
reappears to abort gilts
or to kill the highly
susceptible newborn
pigs.
Pseudorabies has
become economically
very important in the
major hog producing
states of Iowa, Illinois,
Nebraska and Missouri.
In recent years it has
crept across the Ohio
River into Kentucky.
Currently this
treacherous disease occurs in all those Kentucky and northwest

Tennessee counties
where swine are importent livestock. On many
of these farms the virus
lies dormant and only
flares up when susceptible anima's are added to
the breeding herd.
Interstate regulations
prohibit the importation
of breeding swine
Positive to the blood test
for Pseudorabies to any
state. Illinois, however,
has taken a step mpre
important to Kentucky
feeder pig producers.
All feeder pigs entering
that state must now
come from qualified,
tested negative herds.
A vaccine against

Pseudorabies is
available but may be used in Kentucky only by
permission of the state
veterinarian. Further
complicating the problem is the fact that
vaccinated hogs react to
the blood test.
Farmers are cautioned to quarantine and
retest all breeding
animals before in troduction into the herd.
They should also contact their veterinarian
or the Breathitt
Veterinary Center if
pigs show any unexplained nervous symptoms or abortions.

Survey may shape farm bill
WASHINGTON (AP)
- While. various lobbyists and interest
groups are rushing to
register their opinions
on directions for new
farm legislation, some
researchers have gone
back to the grass roots
to see what farmers
themselves think,
What they found in an
Agriculture
Department-sponsored
survey of more than
8,000 producers from 17
states may have strong
implications for the
shape of a new four-year

farm bill to be hammered out by the new
99th Congress.
While there was a
broad diversity of opi-.
nion in response to
general questions about
farm policy, some clear
choices emerged when
farmers were asked
about specific policy
tools for price supports,
production controls, export enhancement and
soil conservation.
The survey found
heavy support for the
current target price
system, which pays

farmers direct subsidies a small segment preferwhen the market price ring lower target prices.
As might be expected,
for their crop dips below
the strongest support
a pre-set target level.
In all but two states for target prices came
from grain farmers and
(Wisconsin and
Maryland), more pro- from those with
relatively latge annual
ducers favored consales volumes, who reap
tinuation of the system
than wanted to scrap it the largest benefits.
The survey was con— as the Reagan administration will seek to ducted last year by
do in the farm proposals researchers and farm
it will send Congress in -economists at state
universities and
early February. A
sizable majority agricultural extension
favored either le,aving stations in Illinois, Inthe targets the same or diana, Kansas,
Michigan, Minnesota,
raising them, with only
Nebraska, Ohio, South
Dakota, Wisconsin,
Idaho, Washington,
Alabama, Florida,
Oklahoma, South
Carolina, Texas and
heard testimony from Maryland. The results
tobacco-state members were published last
of Congress that tobacco month.
imports are driving
American leaf farmers
out of business.

out of a total import
figure of nearly 177,000
tons.
Meanwhile, U.S.
tobacco exports were
strong in November,
growing 11 percent over
year-earlier figures to
94,000 tons valued at
$267 million. That plac:
ed the cumulative 1984
export total at $1.3
billion, about the same
as for 1983.
That figure did not include exports of cigarettes, which increased 15
percent in NOVember to
$120 million, pushing the
cumulative 11-month
total to just over $1
billion — a 1 percent
gain over a year earlier.
Earlier this month,
the U.S. International
Trade Commission

They asked the ITC to
impose import quotas or
tariffs on the foreign
crop, a move opponents
said would trigger trade
retaliation and would be
unwarranted because
any problem is due to
unduly high U.S. tobacco price suppor)
The commission is
studying the testimony
and is due to make a
recommendation to
President Reagan .by
Feb. 11. The ITC rejected a similar request
from the tobacco industry in 1981.

Owensboro man named to SSC board
Danny Ebilhar of
Owensboro was recently
named to Southern
States Cooperative's
Young Farmer Advisory Board, at a
district young farmer
meeting held Tuesday,
Jan. 8 in Owensboro.
Mark McGee of
Franklin also was
elected as the alter-native advisory board
member.
Young farmers attended the meeting at
the invitation of local
Southern States board
and stockholder committee members.
Young farmers attending the Session from
the Murray area were
Mr. and Mrs. Randy
Tucker, Richard
Smotherman, Rick Murdock and Mike Stovall of
MSU.
During January and
'early February the
cooperative is holding 10
such meetings in the
five states it serves,
with an advisory board -41
member being elected
at each meeting.
The advisory board

—
K&K STUMP REMOV Al

will serve as a liaison entitled "Today's
between the cooperative Agricultu.ral'
and the young farmers Cooperative." Members
it serves.
of the cooperative's
Robert W. Bryan, the regional staff also
cooperative's vice presi- discussed "Tomorrow's
dent of member and Products and Services
public affairs, said the Today."
objectives of the sesIn addition, there was
sions "are to involve a videotape presentayoung farmers in tion on "The
cooperative activities, Agricultural Outlook,"
inform them about their featuring: Dr. Joseph
cooperative, help Coffey, the
develop outstanding cooperative's director
young farmers towards of economics and plannleadership roles in the ing; Dr. Larry Jones,
co-op, and provide them agricultural economist
with the opportunity to of the University of Kenobjectively evaluate tucky; and Dr. Wayne
how well the co-op is Purcell, agricultural
Meeting their needs.'
economist Of Virginia
The session also heard Polytechnic and State
a discussion by Bryan University.
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Randy Russell, has a
better-than-even shot at
"the job. Lesher said he
expected an announcement within the next
week.
Another vacancy is
looming at the Farmers
Home Administration,
the agency dubbed the
agricultural lender of
last resort. Its administrator. Charles
Shuman, is resigning effective at the end of this
month. While there is no clear
idea yet of who will
replace Shuman, Sen.
Jeremiah Denton, ftAla., is promoting his
1980 campaign
manager. 'Dale N.
Richey. for the job.
Richey, the state FmH-A
-director in Alabama,has drawn the ire of
some .in the farm community for what thy
called • his insensitive
handling of farm
bankruptcies.

grass tetany is usually
successful
.,so.
a
veterinarian should be
called immediately.
Tetany deaths can be
prevented by feeding
forages and Concentrates
high in Magnesium
.Feed four to five pounds
Of legume hay per day.
as these legumes have a
higher Magnesium.- content than grass hay. Cattle should; be started
cautiously on two to
three pounds of grain
mixture
containing
80-100 - pounds
of
Magnesium Oxide per
ton. -Starting thin coivs
too rapidly on any
Magnesium suppiement
may Cause diarrhea. A
good commercial or
home
mixed
salt'mineral supplement
containing 15- to 20,, ac-•
tual Magnesium should
be:fed_so
. the cow.gete-two ounces per day. Taking these precautions
will reduce the losses
from this worrisome
disease.

...Keeping C„plloway County
Grain in Calloway County
and %ovi
in your Packet...

BuchananFeed & Seed

•

Southern State
Watch For
Southern States'
February Vegetable
Seed Sale

Industrial Road

753-1423

A bargain you don'
have toshop for
EleCtriCity is 011-evood value and we make sure it s there whenever you
need it We deliver electricity to 'your home 24 hours a day - and with it comes
the comfort and convenience you expect

-

753-5378

To get the greatest possible value from electricity, use it efficiently By avoiding
waste. you:II Save on. your electric bills without giving up comfort or
convenience''Now that's a bargain' '

- -7.7t;AP411

West Kentucky Rural Electric Coop.
Corp.
753-5012

ELECTRICITY.
Get the most
for your money.
•
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Industrial Road

R. Norton III, a
Phoenix, Ariz., cotton
and vegetable farmer
without federal
management
experience.
Norton's primary experience involving
government was helping push to passage last
year federal legislation
to protect shippers of
perishable agricultural
commodities in case the
receiver goes bankrupt
When Norton
undergoes Senate hearings on his nomination
to the post, he is *expected to be asked about
the $1.6 million worth of
commodities he received under the government's "payment-in kind" acreage reduction
program in 1983. He has
said he is not embarrassed by the payment,
adding he would have
been foolish not to take
advantage of the
program.
Lesher's successor
has not been named,

•

A high number of cattle deaths
is reported from winter tetany

1 Retreat
2 Either
3 Succor
4 Break suddenly

1,011,.conore.0...4%.4
to 24

year omnibus farm bill
through Congress in
1981.
/than has left his post
to be c om e U.S.
agricultural attache in
Argentina.
When Lesher departs_
next month, Agriculture
Secretary John Black
will be left without the
core of his top-level
group of farm legislation operatives at a time
when he is proposing
major changes in a new
four-year farn1-4)1.
Block is seek* deep
cutbacks in farm price
supports and what he
calls a "revolutionary"
change to a more
"market-oriented"
agriculture policy, an
approach he has
acknowledged will be
difficult to sell to
Congress.
Lyng, a veteran
USDA official who also
served as an assistant
secretary during the
Nixon administration,
will be replaced by John

-7

DOWN

Save on Feed, Seed,
Fertilizer and Pet Supplies
'Lay Pellets
'Pig Starter Pellets
'Rabbit Pellets
'Protein Supplement Pellets
'Dog Feed Pellets
'Horse Feed Pellets

WASHINGTON (AP)
— The Agriculture
Department is suffering
at least a temporary
vacuum in its upper
ranks as it enters a year
that will be one of the
most trying in recent
memory for farm policy
makers.
On Friday the department's No. 2 official,
Richard E. Lyng, stepped down from the post
he held during the first
four years of the
Reagan administration.
Lyng, a 66-year-old
Californian, said he
plans to go into partnership with the department's assistant
secretary for
economics, William G.
Lesher, and open a
Washington consulting
service for trade and
agribusiness groups.
Lyng and Lesher,
together with Lesher's
former deputy, J.
Dawson Ahalt, formed
the administration team
thtt helped steer a four-
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ir 1 Cook in oven
6 Surfeited
11 Breed of sheep
12 Crippled
14 Italy: abbr.
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1985 looks trying for USDA

CROSSWORD PUZiLER
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they are treating more of ft
d supplement.
these cases than normal-'
fall and winter
ly. This disease, called •
growth of pasture
grass tetany when it oc- grass is deficient. in
curs- in the spring, Magnesium, the typical
results .from a. dietary convulsions of winter
deficiency of the mineral tetany are, likely Ito
An alarming number Magnesiu
m and occa- Occur. -•••
of cattle deaths from
sionally Potassium.
Usually thin cows are
winter tetany have been
Because
of
the more susceptible, but
diagnosed
at
the unseasonably
warm this winter the opposite
Breathitt Veterinary weatker,
cattle
in is true. Pregnant cows
Center so far this winter. western Kentucky
have carrying a lot of flesh
Area veterinary practi- been left out
on pasture seem now to be at the
tioners also report that
rather than shut up to be most risk of developing
tetany.
Occasionally cattle are
found dead but usually
the typical symptoms
are seen by the.farmer.
Acutely affected cattle
bellow, run blindly and
39 Declares
Answer to Previous Puzzle
then fall down in a con42 As far as
vulsion with paddling of
43 Hindu garments
the legs. If a cow is seen
45 Greenland
before the convulsions
D0
settlement
begin, she may be ner46 Be ill
vous,
stiff
and
48 Plunders
heligere_nt. Stacir,inen are
-•
cautioned to approach an
51 Hard hit with fist
affected cow carefully.
53 River duck
55 Compass point
because
they
will
56 Calm '
sometimes attac moving
59 Football team
objects. Treatment of
61 Charge the
account of
A
62 Remains at ease

Tobacco imports show decline
of 23 percent for most of 1985
WASHINGTON (AP
— Tobacco imports,
which U.S. growers contend are threatening
their livelihood, actually declined by 23 percent
during the first 11 months of last Year, the
Agriculture Department says.
While imports of unmanufactured tobacco
totaled $54 million during November, about
the same as levels of a
year ag io, the
cumulative figure for
the year was $523
million, down by nearly
one-fourth from 1983,
the department said in a
report issued Thursday.
Oriental tobacco was
the largest import
category, at 72,000 tons
for the 11-month period
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49ers become world champs by trouncing Dolphins 38-16
Not that his receivers were -covered all that
STANFORD, Calif. ( AP ) - Whek the San
often. Montana completed 24 of 35 passes for 331
Francisco defense went after Dan Ma?ffio. he had
yards, another Super Bowl record, and three
no)vhere to go. When the Miami defense went
after Joe Montana, he went ..vi-terever he Wanted.
touchdowns.. :When you hear all week long,'Miami, Miami,
If Montana didn't feel like passing or running
how're you gonna stop Miami?' you get to feeling
himself, he had Wendell Tyler and Roger Craig
behind him. They plowed through the Miami
overlooked." Montana. said. "Nobody .was asking. 'How -re they gonna stop us?"
defense for 123 of the 49ers' 211 yards on the
Miami still doesn't-have an answer.
ground.
•
The 49ers' offense in general and Montana in
Neither, for that matter„-does-any other team
in the National Football League - save for the
particular did just about anything they felt like
Pittsburgh Steelers. But for that toss last Oct. 14%
doing as San Francisco won its second Super
the 49ers would have finished this season 19-0.
Bowl and Montana his second most valuable
•
••
Iffste'ad. Suhday'S 3S-15 victory- was Sap:Fran-- - player award.,
tasco's 18th of the season,an NFL record, and the
"He was outstanding in every way." Miami
Coach Don Shula said. "Every time it seemed we
49ers' second Super Bowl victory in four years.
Nice to be in the neighborhood, the 49ers' Walsh
"Dan Marino is a. great cplarterba.ek, a great said. But no big deal. "It.could have been played
had some kind of pressure on him, he scrambled
young quarterback," 49er coach Bill Walsh said. in Phoenix. Albuquerque or a cow pasture-and we
and made big plays on his own. He just knew
what to do with the football the entire day."
"but in my mind. Joe Montana is the best would have played with the same intensity and
quarterback in the game tciday and maybe of all emotion," he added. -'
After a flag-waving pregame show, President
time "
Montana said he didn't have anything to prove,
Reagan tossed a coin on a satellite hookup from
the White House.
It was supposed to be the greatest Super Bowl but the 49ers' quarterback ended up proving that
ever.
his two strong-legs are every bit the equal of
"Heads,'" said Dwight Stephenson. Miami's
Marino's one rifle arm.
center and one of the ream captains. •
Instead. just as last year's pre-game publicity
"It is tails," the president sard.
"He's bigger, stronger than I am,""Montana
blitz.tzmbed under the weight of the Los Angeles
Not much went right for the Dolphins after that
Raiders' 38-9 blowout of the Washington Red- said. But not faster. '
either.
skins, so did Sunday's super-hyped meeting
The Dolphins rushed just nine times, a Super
disintegrate by ii.:ftime.
Bowl low, for 25 yards. and Marino was forced to
The game began somewhat like the grand batThe only difference was that last year's hap- go to the air 50 times. a Super Bowl high.
tle everyone expected it to be. Miami scored,the
peried in Tampa. a continent away from the
"Ail we heard all week was what a quick
first time it had the ball, on Uwe Von Schamaan's
Raiders' home. This one happened in Stanford
reJease Dan Marino had and what a good offen37-yard field goal. San Francisco scored on its-second possession, on Montana's 33-yard pass to Stadium. an hour's drive from the City by* the sive line they had," said Gary Johnson. one of
Bay.
San Francisco's shuttling defensive -linemen.
Carl Monroe. And Miami scored on its second
guess we took it persbnally."
possession, on Marino' 2-yard - pass to Dan
When-the 42ers"secondaty took away his deep
Johnson.
receiVers, the immobile Marino was. all but
helpless
sacked four tides, the most in any
game in his two-year pro, Career and the first
1967 - green Bay t NFL 35, Dallas NFC t 17
_ _i977_- Oakland _i_AEC 32... _ time his_ sacks -outnumbered his touchdown
_ PAID -ATTENDANCE - 84.059
--,..!7".-,-Kansa•
•
PLAYERS SCPER BOWL SHARE - Winners' 136.000 per man
:968 - Green BAY .NFL 33: 7 Minneskaa N'P'Ci 14
passes (one ). Montana also was sacked. Once.
1978
Dallas
t
NFC
,
27
Losers
$18.000
:
t -lakland AFL , 14
per man i Approximately $3.2 million total for per.
For five yards. When it clidn:t matter.
sonnet of both clubs I.
1969 -Nev. yore AFL 16, Denver tAFCi 10
1979 - Pittsburgh ,AFC 35
PLAYERS TOTAL POSTSEASON SHARES - San Francisco
: Baltimore . NFL 7
•
"Not their VII," he said, absolving his offen1970 - Kansas City = AFL 23, Dallas i NFC. 31
total 164.000. 'Conference semifinals 310.000: Conference chamsive line of all guilt. Sheepishly, he added: "I
1980 - Pittsburgh t AFCi 31
m,nnesota , NFL 7
pionship 518,0001 Miami total 148.000 (Conference semifinals
:971 - Baltimore AFC. 16. Loa Angeles NFC 19
310.000, Conference championship $18.0001.
slipped."
. alias , NFL 13
1981 ArrEmnoct - To date 1.557.190 have attended Super Bowl
(AFC V.
When Montana's receivers were covered, he
Pluladelphla NFC. 10
972 - Dallas
N Ft
games. Super XIX'was the fifth largest srowd Super XIX was the
.
24
1982 -*San Francisco ( NFCf
M La rici-r AFC. 3
sixth to be staged In California.
coulckalways call his own Timber. He did -five
zr .L973 7 Miami
MOST V AL-u-AstE pLAIIER :-.Montaha isthe 10th Quarterback,
Arc 14'. 86. eincinnati
times, rushing for 59 yards, a Super Bowl record
A astangton NFC 7
- 1983 - Washington NFC,
to win the Most Valuable Player Award Montana is also the third
Miami
t
AFC
I
17
for
a
quarterback,
1974 •and a touchdown.
player to win Most Valuable Player for the second time ( Bart Starr
AFC • 24 Mtn.•
1984_ - Los Angeles tAFC. 38
nesotA --NFC, 7
and Terry Bradshaw also Won twice i
"-When he takes off like that," 49ers wide
:
1975 - 'Pittsburgh , AFC, 16. Washington NFC 9
TEAM vir,
roales - San Francisco first NFL team to win 18'
receiver Dwight elark said,--**/A wonder about
19135 - San Francisco NFC
Mame:iota : NFC. 6
games pi a season Previous was 17 held by Miami in 1972 arid Pitt•
1976 - Pittsburgh
F'sr
- , 21 38 Miami i-AFC-, 18 sburgh
in
1978
him. I wonder if he's been hit on the head too
hard."

Spper Bowl Champions

Facts and Figures
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NFL Playoff Glance
National Football League Playoffs
, At A Glance
By The Associated Press
Wild Card Games
Saturday. Dec 22
Seattle 13 1. A Raiders 7
Sunday, Dec 23
N.Y Giants 18, 1. A Rams 13
Conference Semifinals
Saturday. Dec 29
...Miami 31, Seattle 10
San Francisco 21. N
Giants 10

Sunday.Om.30
Chicago-23. Washington 19 Pittsburgh 2.
4. Denver 17
Conference Championships
Snobs,.Jan.6
AFC
Miami 45, Pittsburgh 28
NFC
San Francisco 23. Chicago 0
Super Bowl
Sunday, Jan 20
At Palo Alto. Calif.
-San Francisco 3), Miami 16
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The first quarter ended with Miami on top 10-7. •
But the end of the quarter also signaled the endof
Dolphins' offense.
4They had rushed for 12 yards: they got 13 the
rest of the way. They had managed seven first
downs; they got 12 the rest of the way. Marino
had passed for 103 yards: he got 215 the rest of the
'way, more than half of that when The game was
out of reach in- the-fourth quarter.
They got two field goals --one an outright gift
- in the final 12 seconds of the second period
after the 49ers had punched in three more
touchdowns on Montana's 8-yard pass to Craig.
Montana's 6-yard run and Craig's 2-yard run.
The 10 points in the third - quarter - Ray
Wersching's 27;yard field goal and Montana's
16-yard pass to Craig, giving htin a Super.Bowlrecord three-TDs and 18 points - enabled the
49ers to tie the Raiders' year-old Super Bowl
record for -the Most points in a game. •
-They played the best any team has played
-.againgt us - defensively,"- . Marino added. ']We
knew they had this type of defense. We kind of expected it from them. we knew what we had to do
We had to throw the ball against a four man
line."
• He couldn't. Of his, 29 completions, only six
went to Mark Clayton and just one to Mark
Duper, the seedy wide receivers who had helped
Marino collect his record 48 touchdown passes
during the year. Three of Clayton's catches came
in the first quarter.
Tight end Joe-Rose.-whose 30-yard catch just
before halftime. was-'Marino's longest completion
of the game, put it this way:
"They were willing to give us the,short game.
When it eame time tb -hit the big pass.' we just
didn't have it."
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Who's is ho prob.lem plagues MSI•

Racers conclude Death Valley trip after loss to EKU

De

•

0%14

Compiled From for 6:30 p.m. Murray
the winning margin.
AP Reports.
- •-time.- "We fouled 41
RICHMOND, Ky. OVC Standings
Saturday's 'loss for
(Primm) at the end,"
Two. Costly player iden- ----MSU was marred by
said Murray State coach
Conference
Overall .
tifications cost Murray two mistakes, the first
Ron Greene. "Everyone
Team
WL
W L
State its first loss in the being a pair of Racer
knew it but the two men
Tennessee Tech
4 0
11
3
Ohio Valley Conference technicals in the first
- paid to know."
Murray state
3 1
13 3
as the host Eastern Ken- half when reserves
"It was a questionable
Austin Peay
3 1
7 9
tucky Colonels defeated Owen Bronston and Cursaid DeCamillis,
call,"
Youngstown
2. 2--.
9 7
• MSU'Saturday, 53-51.
tis Davis-were cited for
Iree4o
Middle Tennessee---T7 7
The loss knocked Mur-- having ttre--"Art usig
Eastern Kentucky
2 2
7 8
ray out of a tie for first uniform numbers when
missed the front end of
Akron
0 4
5 7
place in the league and they checked into the
three straight bonus
Morehead
0 4
5 11
helped promote the ill- game.
situations.
famed reputation of the
The error cost MSU
"I was surprised
Eastern-Morehead six points as the Col- second period with .8:59 ray comeback which when he said No. 22. But
- State swing as being onels hit four free left.
stalled a point shy of the I wanted to shoot: I
'Death Valley'. Few throws off the two
By the time Murray Colonels at 50-49 with a wanted to make up for
teams make the two- technicals Mid then-the --eut-the--margin to strik- half-minute to play.
the ones I missed."
school tour and return hosts scored off the. en- ing distance,50-47, there
Forced into a fouling
Murray's Mike Latun
unscathed.
suing possession to take 'was only 1:10 showing situation, the Racers tipped adshot in with 14
Tonight the Racers an 18-12 lead, They held on the clock.
went after EKU center seconds left to pull the
conclude their trek that advantage at
Chuck- Glass, who led John Primm. Then the Racers within one at
through the Valley by halftime, leading 26-20.
the Racers in scoring second costly identifica- 52-51.
playing at Morehead
The Colonels doubled with 16, had'sixstraight tion controversy
But DeC,amillis was
State. Tipoff is slated their lead to 41-29 in the points during the.Mur- emerged.
fouled with four seconds
With 32 seconds to left and hit one of two
play, Murray's Tom tree throws. A lastScott fouled Primm, but 'Second mid-court shot
the referees pointed to by Murray's Vada Marjunior guard John tin missed.
DeCamillis to shoot the
foul shots. He did, and
Eastern improved its
Six schools, including six to four with .Heath, made both, giving record to 8-8 and 2-2.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
1AP) - The Kentucky- Fancy Farm, Farm- Lone Oak, Reidland and Eastern a 52-49 lead and
Murray fell to 13
:
3
High School Athletic ington, Lowes, Sedalia, Tilghman remaining.
Association's board of Symsonia and Wing°, , Also realigned was
control has approved will be consolidated into District 21 in Louisville,
with Southwest Christhe realignment of two Graves County High.
Region One will have tian joining Shawnee,
basketball districts,
beginning with the 15 teams after the cOn- Central and Portland
FRANKFORT, Ky. Graves. Cp,rlisle.
solidation of Graves Christian, Tackett said:
1985-86 selEson.
(AP) Goose season in Hickman, Fulton and
Julian Tackett, a County schools.
All • other_ preEds_ed seven western Kentucky Marshall counties after
KHSAA spokesman, Magield High will re•shocitllig hours-Ttresdar
said the changes were main- in the Fourth:--7--Filignments of cOuitieS
day
because
quotas
set
He said a quota of
with
District along
approved Saturday.
districts and regions
The board voted to Calloway County, Mar- were referred to the by the state have been 4,400 Canadian geese
realign Region One shall County and Mur- KHSAA's basketball reached, said John was established for the
committee for further Wilson, a spokesman for counties, and weekend
because of the forma- ray High.
the state Department of haul records indicate
The First District will study.
tion of the new Graves
that will be reached by
The board of control Fish and Wildlife.
County High School also remain unchanged
Sunday
Tuesday.
Wilson
said
through consolidation, consisting of Carlisle will consider restructur"This cold weather
and placed the school in County, Fulton County, ing Of the state's football that hunting will no.
allowed
in
brought in a lot of
longer
be
has
District Three with Fulton City and playoff and class
systems at its next Ballard, McCracken, geese and the quota was
Ballard Memorial- and Hickman County.
The Second District regular meeting on
St Mary's in western
will be trimmed from March 22 in Lexington
Kentucky

overall,'3-1 in the OVC.
Death Valley
gained yet another
victim.
The _MSU loss relinquished the OVC lead to
Tennessee Tech, now 4-0
In conference action.
Tech kept its league
record -iniblern/grect by
beating'iilfon 57-42.
In other OVC action
Saturday, Austin Peay
defeated Morehe.ad
State 63-61, and
Youngstown Slate slipped by xiMiddle Tennessee 57-56.
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MURRAY ST. (51) - Glass 6-11
4-4 16, Martin 5-11 8-4 13, Lahm 440
0-1 8. Talley 3-8 0.06. Macklin 3-9 0-0
6, Bronston 0-1 0-00, Scott 1-1 0-0 2,
Davis 0-0 0-0 0, Jeffery 0-1. 0r0 0.
Evans 0-1 0-00. Boyd 0-1 0-00. Totals
22-54 7-9 51.
E.KENTUCKY (SS)- Wilson-5-11
2-212. Primm 5.70.3 10, Hill 2-6 3-4 7.
DeQunillts 1-4 7-11 9, Collins 5.90.0
10, Feldhaus 1-4 3-4 5. Spence 0-1 0-0
0. Howard 0-20-00, Totals 19-44 15-24
SS.
Halftime - E. Kentucky 26, Murray St. 20. Fouled out - (Scott) Rebounds - Murray St. 52(Glaas 81. E
Kentucky $6(Prirnm 10). Murray St
14 (Glass 5) E. Kentucky 13
(DeCamillis 6). Total fouls .- Murray St. 20.5. Kentucky IS. Technical
- (Bionston. Davis). A
2,000.

KHSAA realigns two local districts
due to Graves County consolidatiOn
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Quotas met, goose season cut short
reached sooner" than,'
the jam 31 closing date,
Wilson said.
ed in the western Kentucky counties of
Henderson, Union, Crittenden, Lyon and LivTIP-IN - Murray State center Mike Lahm
ingston until- Jan. 31, or
until that area's quota is (dark jersey) tipped in a shot with 14 seconds left
reached, Wilson said.
in the game to bring Murcay State within one
Central and eastern
point, but the Racers fell short against host
-parts of,,the state,hitvg-. Eastern Kentucky, 53.51-,-Saturday.
File photo by Jim Rector
no quota.
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Eastern Kentucky out-guns MSU Lady Racers„

PE

Oil Change
' Lube & Filter...
Expires
January 25, 1985
ONLY
Includes up to 5 qts-oil. Diesel and
special filters extra. We also check tire
pressure, fluid levels and brakes.

$

99

Rudolph Goodyear

Murray, Ky.
I '"Arafams
U.5. 641 S.
Is One ”Wil Hive

•

(502)-753-0595

A Yam* ham-p.Ihrantity 1 trice"

RICHMOND, Ky. - ference was indicative
Eastern Kentucky of the Lady Racers' for'outscored Murray'State tunes in the past few
204 at the start of the se. games as they've been
cond half and breezed to outscored from the
a 71-55 victory,over the4 charity stripe, 71-14.
Lady Racers Sa,turdiCy
"Our poor .shooting
A was our downfall in the
night.
The host Lady Opt- second half," said MSU.
oriels were otitscored In Coach Bud Childers
231,0 25,
trailing
at the line they bit five only 16-42 at intertntstimes as many shots as 'Mori. "We could.not buy
the Murray women, 25 a bucket. But part of
-of 33 to 5 of 8.
that. was due t
The lopsided' free icaatern'a intimidationthrow shooting Mt- izlott canoed usto fare.e

12 points apiece to pace and 2-2.
MSU while Madge
'Tonight Murray
Smalley scored 10 and finishes its second part
Ricked off nine re- of the Death Valley trip
bounds. Murray's by playing host
leading scorer, Mina Morehead state.
Todd, was limited to
MUltlIAT STATE ($6) - Todd
just eight points on 4 of 4.14 0-08. Smalley 4-72-4 10. Hayden
14 0.02: Smith 6-11 0-0 12. °Ringer
14 shooting from- the- _04
0-0 AL Kotirtng Al_ 0.0_0.
41411141rept 6101, Ford'II
_
'Lane 0-0 2.2 2; %Sullins,' 1.2 04 2.
arcibil5ke áThièé. Dickman 1-2 1.1 S Totals - 2640 5-8
-.'liari
- game %if-Dining streak 06. Rettounds - $8 Turnovers - 21
EASTERN KENTUCKY 011 -shots. Our 4- an d and fell to below .500 Brady
11-7 1-5 9, Fletcher 64644 16:
overall
5-positIon3 w e r e with an 8-9
Cottle 4-7 7-8 a; 1411101 114 33 5:
Haney
11.10 44 10: Sheltait 14,-.141 6,
outscdred31.15.,1
- record, 22 in the Milo
Buntyn 26'2-3 6, Marshpl 04 1-3 1.
shainia smith and Valley Conference.7
Total. 9114111 KW 71 Rilibetiiirli -melody ott,toger scored
EKU moved up to 11-4 42 Turnovers - 16
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Gators. Rebels. I ols,
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SEC Standings

Gators help create deadlock with win over UK
By ED SHEARER
the top in night action
AP Sports Writer
when Mississippi State
Coach Norm Sloan
belted Mississippi 61-44
called it a shot in the
and Tennessee downed
arm for his basketball
Alabama 79-67.
program at Florida.
In other conference
-To take charge of a
action Saturday night,
game against Kentucky
preseason favorite Louiat Rupp Arena ... tells
siana State edged
you we're for real,"
Vanderbilt 69-68 on
Sloan said after his
Jerry "Ice" Reynolds'
Gators climbed into a
12-foot jumper at the
four-way deadlock for
buzzer, and Georgia
first place in the
pounded Auburn 97-80.
Southeastern ConThe title chase
ference basketball race
resumes Wednesday
with a 67-55 thrashing of
"night with Mississippi
the Wildcats Saturday.
State entertaning Ten"The bottom line is it
nessee in a head-to-head
shows we can do it," Rupp Arena, where matchup of first-place
Sloan said. "What this Kentucky has fashioned teams. In other games,
does is serve as a shot in a 119-13 record in eight- LSU entertains Florida,
the arm for the fans, for plus seasons.
Kentucky visits Georgia
The outcome of the and Vanderbilt is at
recruiting and for the
televised afternoon con- Alabama. Ole Miss
players' confidence."
It was Florida's ftrst test left both teams with visits Auburn Thursday
victory in nine meetings 4-2 SEC marks, and two night.
with the Wildcats in others joined them at
Andrew Moten spark-

1984-85

Top Ten:
The Associated Press
There was plenty of
good news for the Duke
Blue Devils this
weekend. Their game
with North Carolina
lasted just 40 minutes;
ttey snapped a twogame losing streak;
Johnny Dawkins broke
from a scoring slump
and they finally heat the
Tar Heels in Carmichael Auditorium.
Duke began last week
undefeated and ranked
be
only
Georgetown. A 78-76
overtime loss to
Maryland last Monday
took care of the
undefeated record. A
91-89 overtime loss to
Wake Forest last Thursday probably took care
of the lofty ranking. In
the loss to Wake Forest,
Dawkins, a junior
guard, was held to less
than 10 points for just
the second time in his
76-game with the Blue
Devils.
Saturday," Duke
traveled to Chapel Hill,

Local schools
postpone hoop
games tonight ,
•
..

v

•

Duke back on winning track

not -a long road trip but
In other Top Twenty
it ended in a building action, No. 1
where Duke had not won Georgetown stretched
since 1967, a span of 18 its winning streak to 28
games with a 65-53 vicgames.
The story had a happy tory over Pittsburgh;
ending for the Blue
ut her
Devils - a 93-77 victory Methodist edged Texas
over their Atlantic Christian 74-70; No. 4 St.
John's rallied pait- No.
Coast Conference rival.
Dawkins walked out 15 Boston College 66-59;
with a career-high 34 No. 5 Memphis . State
,dOwned Louisville 69-66;
points.
The victory improved Connecticut upset No. 7
Duke's overall record to Syracuse 70-68; Ohio
13-2 and 3-2' in the ACC. State downed No. 8 InNorth Carolina, led by diana 86-84; No. 13
Brad Daugherty's 18 Oklahoma pinned a
points, fell to 13-3 and 87-76 loss on No. 9 Kansas; No. 10 DePaul con4-1.

Peete takes
ninth title
PHOENIX (AP) Calvin Peete, given
breathing room by a
triple-bogey that struck
Doug Tewell, scrambled to a 3-under-par 68
and scored the ninth
_ 1145,,y1ctory of Ns PGA Tour
career Sufic:lay in the
Phoenix Open.
Peete won the tournament by two strokes
." with a 270 total, li-shots
under par on the 6,721
yard Phoenix Country
Club course.

tinued its mastery over
Notre Dame with a 71-66
'victory.. No. 11 Illinois
beat Northwestern
55-43; No. 12 Louisiana
Tech blasted
Southwestern LoOlsiana
94-74; No. 14 Oregon
•Stat -e routed
Washington State 73-57;
South Florida downed
No. 16 Virginia Commonwealth; No. 18
Villanova bested Seton
Hall 86-74; Minnesota
stopped No. 19 Michigan
State 81-75 and No. 20
Tulsa beat Bradley
69-56. No. 17 Georgia
Tech was idle.

SCOREBOARD
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck oartsmsave 10-50%
NilbOnal Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division

Ubeh
Kansas City
GB
_•
for
,
17. .
15
.326 21

Pct
Boston
biladelpitla

34

NeW York
Milwaukee
Detroit
Chicago
Atlanta
Indiana
Cleveland

Denver
Houston
Dallas
San Antonio

14 29
Central Division
28 14
23 16
20 21
17 24
13 27
11 27
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
25 17
23 18
72 19
19 20

.4117
590
.468
415
325
269

-3%
7%
10%
14
15

.505
.561
.537
487

I-%
2%
eke

'18 24
.
76
Pacific Division
26 14
21 21
19 23

L.A. Lakers
Phoenix.
,
L..A

;

iltliitARE
VALUE

le 23

PoitTand
Golden State

18 .23
10 29
Saturday's Games
Detroit 109 New Jersey 107
New York 88. Atlanta 86
Indiana 110. Chicago 107
Seattle 195.,CleveJand
Kansas City 103, Washington 98
Houston 120. Utah 95
San 'Antonio106. Phoenix 100
Dallas 101. L.A. Clippers 100
Denver 123. Portland 120
L A. Lakers 139, Golden State, IOW
Sunday's Game
Boston 113, Philadelphia 97

0% era!'
K I.
ii
9 6
8- 7
13 511 4
12 4
11 4
10 5
8 7
7 s

1413 Main 753-2202

Golf 'Ball
Clearance

1111.,)10\ I H

We're Over Stocked And
Selling At Low Prices
Wilson Aviator
Wilson Prostaff
McGregor Tourney
Ram Tour
Maxfli DDH

Wkile Supplies
Last

Multi-Outlet Center
outlet to 6 VI
ctreuit breaker MOC-6C
QUANTITIES LIMITED

Titlist Club Special
COUPON

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO
Chestnut St.
753-2571

National Basketball Association

4.

Wingfoot Golf Shop

Converts 7

Your discount parts superrnart

(onferem
I.
4 2
4 2
4 2
4 2
5 3
4 3
3 3
2 4
5
1 6

of taking us out of our
"Tennessee is much
offense."
• quicker than we are,"
The Wildcats, winners Alabama,Coach Wimp
of 35 SEC basketball Sanderson said-. "When
crowns in 51 seasons, you combine that kind of
were picked to be 'in a quickness with their
-battle_ for second place good shooting, it's tough
this year. to win.''
i11111111111k
"We never had any il‘Coach Bob Boyd,
lusions about being a - whose Mississippi State once in the game - 68-67 and Gerald Crosby 16.
power in the conference. team was picked to after Steve' Reece hit Chuck Person, the
but a home court loss finish ninth, said his two free throws with league's No. 2 scorer.
certainly hurts," Hall team's victory over nine seconds remaining. had 18 for Auburn.
said.
Mississippi "might have
•
"It would have been
TGeorgia played
,Tennessee 13-5, for -29 been as big - a game as hard to lead all the way; great," Coach Sonny
points from Tony White we have played since I then lose down the Smith of Aiiburn said.
and Anthony Robinson have been here. I'm stretch," LSU Coach "We got down by 10 and
ha.d .17. points and nine really happy for our Dale Browniosaid..
they_destroyed us.'! •
rebounds against team."
•
would have taken A
FLORIDA
- Heath 5:70-0 10
Alabama, which fell to
Tony Robinson led the miracle to go back home
Gresham 1 10 0-0 2 McDowell 3 6
12-4 and 4.3-,--missing a Bulldogs, 8-7. with 16 with our heads up."
al-2Moten 9-15 8-10 26. Maxwell
chance to take a half- points and Eric Laird
Georgia, 11-4 and 3-3, 5.15 2.2 12 P La-wrence 0.1 4)00 .1
Lawrence 1-3 0-02, Montgomery 1
game lead in the con- had 14 for the cellarused a torrid second half O.1 0. Leon 0-0 0-00. Sheldon 3-6 0-4.6
ference race. Terry dwelling Rebels, 7-8 and
to crush Auburn. 10-5 McClary 1 1 0-0 2..totals 28.6511 15
Corier had 20
-Tide..
points for 1-6.
And 2-4. The Bulldogs
ItE8TIA(113Y (55).- Walker 10 17
the Crimson
' Nikita Wilson led LSU
built a five -point 11826. Bennett 4-8 1-49. Beerup I 3
0-02. Biarkrnorr(40-02.
:
think we have with 22 points and
halftime lead to 17 early 0-0 2. Andrews 112-0-() 2. Harden
Lavender
developed into a real Reynolds had 20- as the In the second half and 1-5 0-0 2.• McKuile 57 0-0 to
fine team," Tennessee --Ilengals lifted their turned the game into a Madison 0-3 0-0 O. Jenkiris 0-0 0.0 t.
Totals 24-59 7.12 55
Coach Don DeVoe said. overall record to 11-4. rout.
Halftime - Florida 30. Kentu( lay
23
Fouled out - None Rebounds "But the road will tell Vandy.fell to S-7 and 1-5.
Joe Ward led the Florida
42 Leath 11 . Kentucky 31
the story. Overall. I
Phil Cox had 21 points Bulldogs with 19 points, tBanneti 10.) Assists - Florida is .
think this was our best to lead the Com- Cedric HehderSon had I Moten 7) Kentucky 16 Harden 5
Total fouls - Florida 17 Kentuoey
effort of the year."
modores, who led only 18, Horace McMillan 17 18 A -23325

8"
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:
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weekend snow and ice
have caused the
cancellation or
postponement of several
local basketball games
tonight.
The only varsity game
postponed tonight was
the Calloway County
girls' varsity and junior
varsity home games
against Wingo. According to CCHS Athletic
Director Jim Nix, the
-games may not be
rescheduled because of
previous snow -outs
which have already filled area schedules to the
brim.
Also endangered by
the snow this week are
the CCHS-Mayfield varsity games at Mayfield
which may be postponed
on Tuesday night. If the
games are postponed (a
decision won't be made
until Tuesday morning)
they will be rescheduled
because they are
district matchups.
Other games postpontonight Include
ed
Murray High's
freshman boys and girls
home games against
South Marshall; the
Murray Middle School
games at North Marshall; the CCMS 8th
grade games at Benton
and the CCHS 9th and
10th grade games at
Christian County.

ed Florida, 11-3, past the
Wildcats by scoring 26
points and dishing out
seven assists. Kenny
Walker, the SEC's
leading scorer, also had
26 for the Wildcats, 9-6.
"We've had a hard
time shaking the imageof having suntan lotion,
oranges and a good
time, but having - no
tough competitors,"
Sloan said.
"We don't get any
respect, but that's
beginning tO change bit
by bit." Florida7s Ran-,
dall Leath said. "We're.
back in the race and we
have just as much of a
chance to widthe league
as anyone else."
Coach Joe B. Hall of
Kentucky said, "I think
it was a case of Florida
wanting it more than we
did. They did a good job

Vain
Florida
Kentucky
.Miss. St.
• Tennessee
LSU
Alabama
Georgia
Auburn
Vanderbilt
Mississippi
•

Wilson Aviator
Wilson Prostaff _McGregor Tourney
ilarri Tour
Maxfli DDH

$1 2
-Doz.
With
Coupon

'1 20,90z
With Coupon

$8.00 Doz. With Coupon
COUPON
Titlist Club Special
$800
Doz.
With Coupon

429 7
350 10
667 '500 7
452' Y
452 LI
439 9%
256 16%

College Basketball Top 20 Results
College Basketball
No. 15. Boston College ( 11-4 lost to Viltanova 115-66.
How Top SO Fared
lost to St. John's 66-59.
By The Associated Preen
No. 16, Virginia' Commohwealth (12-2. beat James
How the Associated Press Top 20 college basketball
Madison 65-52: beat North Carolina Charlotte 65:75,
teams fared last week.
lost to South Florida 80-58
No 1. Georgetown 117-01 beat Providence 85-44, beat
No It. Georgia Tech 112.3 beat North Carolina
Pittsburgh 65-53.
Charlotte 86-68. beat Monnpouth. N.J 96 66
No 2.
ke 113-21 lost to Maryland 78-76, OT: lost to
No. 18. Villanwia .11-3) beat Boston College 85-66,
Wake Forest 91-89. 01'. beat North Carolina 93-77
beat Seton Hall 86-74
No. 3. Southern Methodist 115-11 beat Texas ChrisNo 19. Michigan State 112.4) lost to Iowa 71-59 lost
tian 74-70.
to Minnesota 81-75 •
--NO. 4, St. John's (CL) beat Pittsburgh 87-56. beat
No 20. Tulsa (14.2) beat Oral Roberts 71.61 brat 11
'Boston College 66-59
Ithols State 79.69. OT. beat Bradley 69-58
No 5. Memphis State (13-11 beat Tulane 56-52, beat
Louisville 69-66.
No 6, North Carolina 113-3
. ) beat North Carolina
State 86-76: lost to Duke 93.77
No. 7. Syracuse (11.2) beat Seton Hall 90-80: lost to
Connecticut 70-68_
No 8, Indiana 111-41 lost to Ohio State 78644.
PHOENIX o AP.
Final scores and money
Saturday
winnings SundaySunday in the $450.000 Phoenix Open Golf
No 9. Kansas (13-3) beat Iowa State 76-72. lost to
Tournament on the 6.726 yard, par 71 Phoenix Country
Oklahoma 87-76
-Club course
No 10, DePaul 12-3) beat Old Dominion 64-58; beat
Calvin Peete. 381.088)
65 65 72 68--270
Notre Dame 7146.
-Doug Tewell. 139.6011
67-68.65.72-272
No 11. Illinois (15-4) beat Wisconsin 78-67; beat NorMorris Hatalsky. 339.600
66 70 66 70-272
thwestern 55-43.
John Mahaffey. 116.312
48 72 72 63-275
No 12. Louislasut Tech 11541 beat North Texas State
Dan Fortnum.316.312
70-69 70-68-275
boaLSouthivestlaiislaila
-.KlekaFaidc.4346346-..-No. 13, Oklahoma (134) beat Missouri 92-65: beat
1)001 Pooley. 116.312
70-67-70.68-275
Kansas 87.76.
Loren Roberts, 316.312
69.72-66-68-275
No. 14, Oregon State 114-11 beat Washington State
Corey Pavin. 816.312
70-69-67 69- 275
73-57.
Ed Floe). 812.150
69 7i 65 71-276

Phoenk Golf Results

Sizes Youth
Small Through
Youth
Extra Large

Kentucky Basketball Top 10
Kentucky Prep Top 10
How They Fared
By The Asseselated Press
Here *how the Top 10 Associated
Preps high school basketball teams
fared the weak-Of Jan 13.
Boys
1 Lou Seneca def Madisonville
61-48. def Marshall Co 68-58. def
Lou PRP 64.59. def Lou .Southern
80-57
2. Lax Catholic def. Lou Valley
64-71. fief Mariville 10140
3 Owensboro plays Saturday
Jan 19)
4 Pulaski Co.def Lax. Tate.
Creek 78-70, lost to Clay Co. 6540

Girls
1 Lou Atherton del Lou Hely
Rosary 38-29
2 Marshall Co defeated Sym
softie 85-15
3 Whitesburg def Lawrence Co
91-37; lost to Knott Co Ctrl 50-51.
def Lou. PEP 74-41
4 Laurel Co ckf Pulaski Co
56-44
5 Oldham C`o def Meade Co
42-41
6. Rowan Co def Morgan Co
76-44

7
Allen Co .ScIsyll. def
Russellville 60-30,'toil-to Logan Co
56-44
• .
8 Pulaski Co_ lost to laurel Co
56-44.-4k Somerset 34-33. _
9. tIel Whitley Cu. def Ma
Creary Ctrl 67.33: del Knox Ctrl
7736
. tie. FrankIn•Simpson def Warren Ctrl 53.49 OT - def Portland
oTo '53-40
10 Belfry del Johnson Central
410.57

Kentucl9 Prep Basketball
5 Lou Phi' def. Lou Eastern
54-40, def Scott CO 50-06, lost to
Lou Seneca 64-50
tt. Scott Ccx del Lou Southern
71-00, lost to Lou PRP 50-56
7 Madisonville lost to Lou
Seneca 61-46
ft Menai/ill Co del :Lou Western

geMudit Prep Basketball
By The Associated Press
Saturday's Games
Boys
Faith Temple 64. Farmdale Chi

0.50. lost to
*nee& VG
;Lob Rout..--7 r'
Lou Shawnee 63 Christian
9 LIU Trinity def. Lou Male Academy OS
441.3111
L•fayrette def
10 Lea
Belfry 75. Matewan. W V. 58
Elizabethtown 411-45. del Lea
Cawood 66 Harlan 57
Simon Kenton 52 Ludt... 47
Henry Clay 60-44.

Gods
Lou Doss 54 Lou Holy Cross Si.
Floyd t`ntrl Ind 38 Lou eentrai
50
Ky Country Day 417_Lex Sayer
21
Lou Southern 74, I AXI
Whilesburg 74. Plat Fidge,l'i 41
Boyle Co 64. Casey Co 44
OraolS
.0 61, Walton Verona 24
Iitason Co 74. Notre Dame

753-8971
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3. Card of Thanks

6

Help Wanted

2 2 . Musical

28. Mobile

Homes-for Rent

38. Pets-Supplies
49.

•

INVITATION TO BID FOR
VIDEO PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT
The Calloway County Board of Education
will receive sealed bids for Video Production Equipment for the Calloway County
School District until 1:30 pm.. Monday.
January 2F., 1985.
'Specifications will IP on file- in the
Calloway County Board of Education office
building, 2110 College,Farm Road, Murray.
Kenturky. and interested bidders may obtain the necessary forms there
The envelbpe containing the bid shall be
opaque. It shall have written on the outside
the liable of the job. the name of the bidder.
and the date and time of bid opening.
The Board reserves the right to reject any
or all bids and w4iVe,an-y irregularities in
bidding

DeVanti's

Jim Suiter & Jerry

Sunday through
Thursday
1 I a.m. to
2 p.m.

Henry will be in our

and
4 p.m. to 7 p.m.
PLATE LUNCH
SERVED
Your choice of 1
meat
and
3
vegetables

$2.95
Oven Fried Chicken
Ham
Rdoit Beef
These Items May
Use 4.

J1 ID I Williams Tax
As of the 181h of
January 1985 I will not
be responsible for any.
debts other than m!.
L
Hernden

2

Now You Can
Have Your Very
Own Satellite
System At An
Affordable Price!
Systems Starting
At $950.00
Call 759-4078
or 753-7765

Notice

2
•

WE TAKE
THE CAKE
Fruit Baskets shipped na
tionwide Gorifia-Grams
Balloon BoucluetS Rent-A Clown of Monkey Cakes
Free Delivery VISA & MC
7 53-9280

Lose Weight
Quickly &
Safely
100% Natural
100°A)
Guaranteed
Call 753-7863

Notice

DAILY CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

Service Reasonable
rates Call for an appointment 436-2524 or
436-5496

TIRE SALE
Save From

15% to 40%
Major Brands
Blem & 1st Class

Economy

Tire
753-8500
NEED A LOGO'
design for your business
card store stationary etc In
iclualuep drawings done at a
reasonable rate

Cali 759-9567
after 4 p.m.

CHECK YOUR AD
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of ads for any error. The
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only ONE•INCORRECTINSERTION.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made. CHECK
YOUR AD carefully and notify The
Classified Advertising Department immediately in case of an error...

753-1916

showroom

from

6:30-8:00

Mon.,

Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds Pont Cad Buick

GLASS work, a complete line of glass repair
& replacement work for
the car, home and
business Install auto
glass, . fix storm windows, storm doors,
wood and metal sash
windows. Mirrors and
glass table tops, patio
door glass and glass for
fireplaces replaced.
Store front glass. stor
front metal doors and
closers replaced. Door
weather strips and
some home improvement work. Plus store
fixture work, glass
shelves, display cases.
stands, racks and decor
mirrors made to
specification. M&G
Complete Glass Co.,
Dixieland Center. Ph.
753-0180.

Remodeled Country Home Easy 12
Mile Drive from
with
Murray
Barns, Pastures,
Woodlots
and
Stream 5 or 76
Acres.
Call 474-8029
NORTH 641 Craft &
Flea Market. Murray,
Ky. Now open Weekends
spaces' available). For
information call 7534566.

. 31-111=4-15`.777-TAN
SERVICE- Federal and
state tax returns
prepared your place or
mine. No extra charge!
Free pickup and delivery. Phone 436-5574

Do Something Nice
For Yourself.
Call BIBLE CALL
759-4444
Children's Tape
759-4445

ARGAIN BATTERIES
$15 W Exchange
Call 753 371 1

Card of Thanks
we. the family of Paul
Mansfield. wish to express ou: gratitude to all
of you who patronized his
barber shop during the
enty•une and one-half
v ears he was in business
here in Murray'
Ttit Westside -Barber
Shop has been sold to Mr
I.arry Snyder of Benton
and he will reopen the
shop under the name
1 aiok-N Good We wish
Mr Snyder much success
fif his business venture

ENGINEERING
OPENINGS
School
High
For
Diploma graduates to
age 34 with or without
experi•nc•. Or•at
benefits package. W.
pay for relocation. For
screening interview
call toll-frers. Mon.Thur., 6 o.m..3 p.m..
1.100-238-3580.

9. Situation

here.

Again. thank you for
v our patronage and your
friendship through the
v ears
Anita Ittansneid
reg & Brenda Mansfield
I *avid & I ana Proffitt

5. Lost and

Found

LOST Pointer female.
white 8z liver, no collar.
Last seen near
Wrangler Riding Club.
Call 753-2482,
6. Help Wanted
ARTIST
models.
Temporary, part-time,
$.5 per hour. Experience
& artistic sensitivity
preferred. Work will be
assigned according to
need for models for
spring semester 1985.
Contact Art department. Murray State
University, 762-3784.
EOE/MF.
DO you want to work
with cars tut-keep' your
hands clean? Auto parts
store need:s parts person
Insurance and
other benefits provided
Send application to Box
7239 Paducah, Ky.
42001.
WANTED: Ladies to
type In their home
Write. P.O.Box 221.
Kurrax. Ky. 42071.
OPPORTILINITIIS AVAILAIILE
Jobs available for 17-34-yerar•
old high school diploma
graduates desiring to work in
w•iding, mechanics. •Isc.
tronics. electricity and avia
lion fields. lisc•Ilant starting
salary. Must be willing to
travel and r•lisrat•. No ••
perienc• necessary. W• train
you. We promote all managewithin. fxr•Ilent
ment
benefits package. Coll toll.
Mon. Thur.. 8 a.in.•3
p.m.. l.g00.7311 55110.

Wanted

EXPERIENCED day
care worker wpuld like
to keep infant through 6
yr. old in my home or
yours night or day. Call
192-8419 after 4:30p:m.
GENERAL house
cleaning. Experienced,
dependable, references
supplied. Phone
759-4604. If no answer
call after 4p.m.
WILL do babysitting in
my home -any 'shift.
Have references. Call
759-4803.
WILL do evening
babysitting. Call 7594866 after 5p.m.
WILL haul anything
that will fit in a pick-up.
Call Marty, 753-4022.
10. Business Opportunity
Dealerships available
through
nations
largest portable and
modular builders.
Small investment.
Large
income
potential.
Call Bill Willman of
Morgan Building collect 504-888-5899.

13

For Sale or Trade

GEORGE Hodge and
Son. We buy trade and
sell used furniture',
appliances and TV's,
For sale: used freezers.
refrigerators, ranges,
washers & dryers, used
bunk beds., regular
beds, bedroom suites,
dinette suites, couch &
Chair sets, odd chairs &
couches, shelves &
bookcases, pots, pans
and dishes. #10 Dixieland
Shopping Center.

14. Want to Buy
3 BEDROOM home
near Hardin, would like
city water: or, 1 acre or
more of land. Call
762-2402 days. 759-1668
after 4p.m.

504041E5 HIPPtTY-NOP
D065 DON'T HIPPITY-HOP.

15. Articles for Sale

OFFICE
FURNITURE
Desks, files, chairs,
folding tables, etc.
s

CRYTS USED
OFFICE
FURNITURE

WEtt -,4. ALL YOU
CAN DO IS
‘\ DO 114E REST
YOU CAN I

1016 Jefferson
Paducah, Ky.
442-4302

HEY! GIVE MY
NAPKIN BACK!

PULL ON THAT
RCPE, BEETLE

SMILE WHEN
YOU 5PEAK TO
SUMO CAT,
VELLA

23" QUAZAR color T.V.
$125. Set of living room
lamps, green glass $50.
Set of blonde end tables,
heavy wood. $15. Call
436-2635.
58" DESK with
drawers, also features
typing table extension
with additional
drawers. Solid wood
with walnut finish. Perfect for office or home.
Call 759-4792 after 2p.m.
DROWN & white paid
couch, white & yellow
dinette suite, coffee
table & stereo table.
Phone 753-7592.
MATCHING couch, love
seat and chair, earth tone
beige and brown excel.
lent condition. $275. Call
753-6280.
REFRIGERATO
freezer, 17 cublc ft.,
frostless Cold Spot,
avocado green, $400 or
best offer Call 753-6724
;f,trefiTt5Eirsn
.751. heavy duty
washer with 4 -eyelea.
Only $6.00 per week
Rudolph Goodyear. 7530595.
WHIRLPOOL 17 cu ft refrigerator with textured
steel door. Only $8.00 per
week. Rudolph Goodyear
753-0595.

rt

16. Home Furnishings

wrrriztraar-heavy duty
dryer %.vith 3 temp selections. Only $4.00 per
week. Rudolph Goodyear,
753-0595.

• 19. Farm Equipment
180 ALLIS Chalmers
tractor, plow & disc
Call 492-8651
FERGUSON front end
weights and set of 4114
plows. Call 753-2900 or
753-5702 after,5 pm.

22 . Music-al

KIMBALL studio piano,
walnut with matching
bench, $800. Call 4374439.

TRAILER for. rent. See
Brandon Dill, Dill's
Trailer Court. Must have
references.

24. Miscellaneous

29. Heating and Cooling
10 FT black mesh with
CORONA
kerosene
a Drake 240 remote
control receiver, a heater, 9,800 BTU's.
Proaat 210 remote digi; Only used for 1 season,
tal motor drive, full like new. $50, original
warranty. Installation retail $120. Call 753-8291.
& taxes included, $1995. 30. Business
Rentals
Contact Satellite Doctor, 320 Tyson Ave.,
Parts, Tn. 901-642-0410.
3 PRACTICALLY new
studded F-70 14" tires &
wheels, 2 sets of
bunkbeds, 1 brand new
solid oak baby bed, 1
refrigerator, luggage
and handmade wood
craftwork. Call 759-4194.
CAR batteries 36 mos.
guarantee, 22, 24, 72, 74 32. Apts for Rent
series, $27.99 exchange. 1 BR furnished apt., low
60 mos. guarantee, utilities. Call 753-3049.
$37.99 exchange. Heavy 1 DUPLEX apt., 2 BR,
duty 27 series, 60 mos. bath, central heat, air,
guarantee, $39.99 ex- washer/dryer hookup,
change. Wallin Hard- stove, disposal. $200
ware, Paris, Tn.
deposit, &250 per month.
FIREWOOD. Oak .&
hickory, $25 a rick.
BtDROOM furnished
Delivered & ricked up. apt. 16191/2 Farmer
Call 474-2329.
Ave. $180. + deposit.
FIREWOOD for pale, 753-0430.
$25 rick delivered. Call 2 BR Olive St. 1 BR near
753-0211.
MSU., Adults, no pets,
KEROSENE heaters; lease & deposit. Call
7200 BTU $44.99, 9500, 753-9208 after 4p.m.
BTU $49.99, 12,300 BTU COUPLE of female
$59.99. Wallin Hard- graduate students will
ware, Paris, In.
share a 3 BR house near
NOW finally enjoy the MSU and downtown.
convenience of watch- 753-6577 Or call collect
ing up to 24 different 443-1071 for Kathy.
satettite channels on NEW super efficient one
more than 1 T.V. BR log apartment. 3
System includes 11 ft. miles east of town. Privaluminum black . mesh. ate road. Call 753-8848.
2 receivers,,includes NICELY furnished 1 BR
taxes &' installation, _apartment. Inquire it
$2200.. Contact Satellite 100 S. 13th St.
Doctor, 320 Tyson Ave., TAKING applications
Paris, Tn. 901-642-0410.
for Section 8. Rent
OAK & hickory firewood. Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
You haul, $20 a rick. Call BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
437-4829.
O AL K & hickor,,y Equal Housing
firewood, $25 a rick Opportunity.
delivered. Call nights
33. Rooms for Rent
4362778.
FURNISHED room for
SEASONED firewood
oak, hickory, mixed girl, next to campus. $75
hardwoods $30/rick a month. Call 753-0329.
delivered. Min. order 2 FITRNISHED room for
ricks. Call John Boyer boys, private entrance.
16261/2 'Hamilton. Call
753-0338.
SEASONED oak 436-5479 after 5p.m.
firewood. Also will do ROOMS near campus.
tree trimming, remov- Boys only. Call 753.5561.
g , and shaping
34. Houses for Rent
shrubbery.. Call
2 BEDROOM house in
753-5476.
WHIRLPOOL microwave Murray. Call 753-5561.
oven with 700 watts cook- 13RIC1 house in Stella.
ing power, Only $4.50 2 car garage-shop with
week. Rudolph Goodyear. air compressor, -$275 a
month. Deposit re753-0595.
quired. Call 759-4194
25.. Business Services
10a.m.-7p.m.
JOYCE Noel Tax Ser- COLEMAN Real Esvice. Short forms still tate. 753-9898. We ma$7.50, long forms $15 nage rental property for
and up tincludes others. Now available, 4
Federal & State). In new 2 BR duplexes, 3
home service for BR house city, 2 BR
elderly or shut-ins. Call country, 6 room
489.2440 between 8a.m.- country, 3 room apt
house Grave,
8p.m. for
or information.
wanted share
RESUME disertationword processing, Pro- house with two females.
fessionaly prepared and Nice place, campus
returned to you by mail. very close, completely
Excutive Secretarial furnished, with furnace.
Call 753-4101.
Service, Lexington Ky
NOW available on a
606-276-4523.
month to month rental
3 BR house with central
MIKE-RODGE'S
TAX SERVICE - - gas heat, $225. Call
Century 21, Loretta
Enrolled To practice
Jobs Realtors 753-1492,
Before The IRS. Bachelor
ask for Pam.
Degree in Accounting at
Murray State. 8 years of
37. Livestock-Supplies
experience preparing In4 JERSEY bulls, range
dividual, Business, Partnerfrom 4 months- 61/2
ship, and Corporate
month old. Also. '74
returns. Low rates and
Ford LTD. Call 436-5844.
hundreds of satisfied
FESCUE Hay. 125 bales,
clients. Now preparing
$1.50 each. Call 753-7497.
returns day or night call
TIMOTHY hay for sale.
759-1425
for
an
Also, would like to buy
appointment.
some iron furniture.
Call 438-2829.

DOG obedience &
boarding inside covered
runs. AKC German
Shepherd and AKC
Australian Cattle Dogs.
438-2858.
REGISTERED German Shepherd puppies,
8 weeks old, $50 each.
Call 7504803 or 753-0123.

Birds, Haffisters,
Tropical fish &
Supplies.

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492

27. Mobile Homes for Sale
12x60 SHELBY, centraI
heat & air. Extra room
built on. garage & 1 acre
lot, partially furnished.
Lynn Grove area, 4892868 after 6p.m.
12x65 2 tnDROOM, 2
acres & barn. 1 mile north of Murray. Call
753-4588 or 753-7637.
14x65 NEW Moon. 2 BR,
2 bath, central heat &
air. Like new condition.
_pric reduced. Muat.
'Call 753-6420:
1977 2 BR 14 x 85
American Pride mobile
home. Has central heat
& air, stove & ref ri ger ator , nice
awnings, nice carpet,
well insulated, storm
windows & undrpinnied.
Located in Fox
Meadows Trailer Ct.
For more information
call 759-1083.
1982 EL CONA-14x17. I
BR. 1 bath, Whirlpool
appliances, fireplace,
central air & heat; low
electric bills, storm
windows, underpinned,
storage building. See in
Fox Meadows. Call
after 6p.m. 759-1831.
1984 INDIES 14x64. f
BR, partially furnished,
china cabinets, ceiling
fan. underpinning &
front porch. Excellent
condition. Call 759-1322
after ap.in 753-3557.

PIANO FOR SALE
Wanted: Responsible
28. Mobile tionitvlor Rent
'party to asaorYle !opal'
3' BEDROOM trailer,
monthly payments on
gas heat. in Hardin. Call
spinet/console piano.. 759-1417.
Can be seen locally. -2 BR mobile home for
Write: 4 include phone 'rent, sale or trade, by
Credit
neimberi
East school. Phone
Manager. P.O. Box
753-5405 after 4p.m.
520. Beckemeyer. IL
2 OR 3 BR, furnished,
ACfriatutal gas Shady
62219
Oaks 758-5209.

38. Pets,Supplies
AKC registered Brittady Spaniel pups,
orange on white, from
excellent hunting stock
Serious hunter
preferred. 2 males, $150
each. Call Johnnie
Oliver 522-7650.

PET PEN
1101 Story Ave.
759-1322

Ter

air, al
whee:
MPG.
tion.
Tn. 901
1979
70,000
753-610

1980
43. Real Estate
7 room, central heat
and air, large garage,
real nice lot on
blacktop. Only $50,000.
2 BR., 1 bath. large
basement, electric &
wood heat, 75xI55 lot.
$22,500.
3 BR, 2 bath, 30x32
basement. Good lot &
neighborhood in the city. $30,000.
Build your own home
on this 2 acre plus lot
in the county on
blacktop. Priced at
$5,000.

Wilson Realty
302 N. 12th
Ph. 753-3263 or
Home 753-5086
RANK of Murray & Fm
HA. repossessed properties. Other listings.
Murray-Calloway Co.
Realty, 304 N. 12th St.
753-8146 or Ron Talent
753-9894.
FOR sale, by owner,
vacant lot & rental
property across from
Murray Fire Dept. on
Poplar. Call 753-9251.
44. Lots for Sale
25.5 ACRES _completely
fenced & in good pasture, 6 miles from
Murray on paved road..
Stocked fish ponds &
beautiful building sites.
Call 753-2280.
46.

Limit
tilt, Cl
p.s.
753-141
'

ITEM

Elegar
Call 75

imr-t

dr. E:
extras,
4575 af

TFET-

Limiti
fully 1
5p.m.
5289.
'79 Mf
engine
lent I
tires, i
defog.
take I
753-964.:
'80 Cl
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excelle.
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conven
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Homes for Sale

GATESBQROUGH,
large 4 BR, two story. 2
1 / 2 baths, Murray.
freshly decorated. 3.4-45
sq. ft. Owner 753-8051for aointment.
house must sell.
4 BR, 2 bath, gen With
kitchen, living, extra
room, utility, kitchen
and carport. Frame
split level on 3 acres,
south of Almo community, 5 minutes from
Murray. $43,000. Call
day 753-1934 night 7531881.
IISAAbrick, large
clitsenlining, great
room/fireplace, .2 bath,
double garage'.
workshop, acre lot. 1
mile north of Murray
Priced to sell! Call
759-4588 or 753-7637.

nAvr

47. Motorcycles
1983 YAMAHA DT 175. 1
mile south on 121, 8 to 5,
753-5433,
1984 YAMAHOPPER
moped, low mileage, in
excellent shape. Asking
$349. Call 753-9642 after
6p.m
48.

Auto Services

GOOD reconditioned
batteries, guaranteed,
$15. Call 753-3711.
49.
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Used Cars

1950 FORD, has good
tires, runs good. $500 or
best offer. Call 753-7629.
1969 DATSUN 2000
Roadster convertible, 5
speed. Excellent
mechanical condition.
Call 759-1933 after 5p.m.
2 9 7 8 CUTLASg
Supreme, red with white
interior. Call after
6p.m. 435-4354.

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Silver
Gold
Closed
Closed
Yesterday
6.30
Yesterday 308.15
Opened
Opened
Today
307.50
6.24
Today
.06
Down
Down
.65
Compliments of.
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS-OLYMPIC PLAZA
753.7113
We buy Gold. Silver & Diamonds
Hours: 10-11I Daily, 12.5 Sunday

Management Trainee
AREA REPS TO COLLEGE
WOMEN
$14,000 FOR 9 MONTHS
This cttatirvii;r9 job involves putting on
prescheduled Consumer Education-Sales
Program to small group of college women
in Murray area. The company is adding
personnel due to expansion and provides
appointrnant,s, full training, salary,
bonuses,-health
=It-tnturance and advancement into management. Primarily
afternoon & evening hours. For local interview
Margaret
call
Marshall
618-457-2919, Monday 1 to 10 p.m.
American Future Systems Inc.

•

•
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49. Used Cars

50. Used Trucks

53. Services Offered

53. Services 'Offered

19713 leURD F-).00 pick•
up truck. Good condition. Call 1.527-8024.

•
1977 BUICK Park
Aluminum aid Vinyl
Avenue, loaded, local
•
Photography
siding and Aluminum
car, 70,000 miles. 1970
•
753 8298
•
trim
for
houses.
all
It
Chevrolet Caprice, ex• CAR1ER STUDIO •
stops
painting.
cellent mechanical 1980 Chevrolet
•
1 ton
J00 MAIN St SUITE B •
condition. 759-1659 after truck PS,
Jack Glover
PB, new
I North .1rd Entrance •
rebuilt motor, 4 speed,
753-1873
1977 NOVA, 8 cylinder, 5th wheel hook-up, and 2
NEED work on your
automatic, pa, pb. air. It. metal grain sides.
trees? Topping, 'prun
nice car. Call 759-4418 Good condition. Will sell
FENCE sales at Sears .ing, shaping, complete
after 5p.m.
for pay off. Phone now.
Call Sears 753-2110 removal and more. Call
1978 EL CAMINO, auto, 753-0789.
BOVER'S TREE
air, am-fm stereo, rally 1980 CHEVROLET for free estimate for SERVICE for
Pro
wheels, 305 V-8. 22 Silverado pickup, red, your needs.
fessional tree care
MPG. Very good condi- short wheelbase, steps- GENERAL HOME 753-0338.
tion. Best offer. Paris, ide bed, body lowered 6 REPAIR. 15 years ex
ODD job specialist,
Tn. 901-644-9415.
inches. Crager maga, perience. Carpentry, ceiling fans, electrical,
concrete,
plumbing,
1979 COUGAR XR-7, white lettered tires, ac,
plumbing, fencing. You
70,000 miles, $2950. Call ps, pti, am-fm, 8 track, roofing, siding. NO JOB name it, I
do it. You
SMALL.
TO
Free
es
753-6104 after 5p.m.
custom pinstriping and
buy, I install. You
taillights. $5,500. Call timates. Days 753 6973, break, I fix. Call 436'1980 BUICIZ Regal 642-7062.
nights 474-2276. 2868.
Limited, white/gold,
1981 JEEP C1-7. hard- GUTTERING by Sears.
Wt. cruise,.plush seats,
top, blaCkiallver, 34, Sears continuous gut
p.s., p.b., air. Call
000 miles, Laredo ters installed for your
753-1412 until 6p.m.
package,' excellent specifications. Call
19e2 CADILLAC Seville condition,'
$6500. Call ,Sears 753-231p for free
Elegante, 4 door, 37,000. 753-9262.
estimate.
Call 753-9240.
1982 OLDS Regency,' 4 5 1 . Campers
Aluminum
dr. Extra nice, lots of
1971 17 FT. Nomad
extras, $5,950. Call 753Service
Co.
trailer • camper, good
4575 after 6p.m.
condition, $1200. Call
Aluminum and vinyl
1984 BUICK Century 753-8259.
siding. Custom trim
Limited 4 dr sedan,
work. References.
fully loaded. Call after 52. Boats -Motors
Coll Will Ed Bailey,
5p.m. & weekends 753JON boat, 15 ft. with 40
753-0689
5289.
Mercury and -trailer
'79 MONTE Carlo, both hp
INSULATION
blown in
engine & body in excel- $300. Also, Roto Tiller, by Sears.
TVA ap$400,
has
been
used
lent condition, good
proved. Save on those
tires, am-fm radio, rear about 25 hrs. Call high heating
and cool
753-0604.
defog. Asking $4100 will
ing bills. Call Sears
take best offer. Call 53. Services Offered
753 - 2310 for free
753-9642 after 6p.m.
estimate.
80 CUTLASS, loaded. APPLIANCE
JOINER'S Tree Ser'83 Regal. Must sell. SERVICE. Kenmore.
Westinghouse. vice. 30 years ex
Phone 753-0729.
Whirlpool. 22 years perience. Also bucket
. '82 Z-28, BLACK & gold,
experience. Parts and truck for hire. Call
excellent condition. Call
service. Bobby Hopper, 753-0366.
753-4487.
Bob's - Appliance Service, 202 S. 5th St.
Business 753-4872, 43650. Used Trucks
5848 (home).
1976 4x4 Excellenf
condition Call 492-8411.
HAROLD'S Tree Ser
1978 INTERNATIONAL vice. Topping, cutting,
Residential
_conventional 350 cum- trimming, etc. Also,
and
rhens engine, recent clean-up work, shrubbAgricultural., No
overhaul. 1975. Fruehuf ery & over grown areas.
damage to surroun42' reefer, rib-bed Fast, dependable ser
ding lawn.
aluminum floor, kern- vice. Insured. For free,
'estimates call 437-4607.
lite walls. 436-2837.
Free Estimates

53

Services Offered

53. Services Offered

PAINTING- 'SEWING Machine Re
paperhanging--; pair. All makes and
commercial
re
models. Industrial,
sidentiai. Free es
home and commercial.
ti mates. References 25 38 yrs. experience, All
yrs. exper-ience. work guaranteed. Ken
Tremon Farris 759 1987.
neth Barnhill, 753 2674,
ROOFING, Plumbing, Stella, Ky.
Siding, 'Additions, THWEA-TTS Alterna
Painting, General Car for, Generator & Starter
pentry. P.A. Molony Co Service (rebuilt & re753 8628. Free paired). Route 01, Almo,
EstiThates.
KY, 42020. Shop
(502)753-8742.
WET BASEMENT? We
Professional
make wet basements
Stump Removal
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
Service
write Morgan ConCell 474-2774
struction Co. Rt. 1, Box
409A, .Paducah, Ky.
or 474-2741
42001 or call 14427026.

GRAND 1110
PARENTS:

STUMP
REMOVAL
SERVICE

AUCTION
**TRUCK*'

A

•R *COMBINES**

THURSDAY, JANUARY 24, 1985
10:00 AM.-REGARDLESS OF WEATHER
BOB BOWLIN, JACK THOMPSON,
LEWIS EDWARDS
BENTON, KENTUCKY
SALE LOCATION: The West Side Of Benton, Ky.
At The Jackson Purchase Parkway Toll Booth,
Take Hwy. 348 North Weal 2 Miles To Sale Sit.!
SIGNS POSTED!!

COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!
BANK LETTERS A MIXT!!
TRACTORS-John Deere, 4440, CIA, 1288 Hours,
Quad Range,20.8x38 Duals.2 Hyd.Valves,Quick Hitch,
Weights, S.N.042154R "Real Nice"•John Deers 4640,
CIA,Quad Range,20.8x38 Duals, 2 Hyd. Valves, Quick
•
Weights, S.N. 006821R, "Reel Nice"•AC 7000
NM. Et:CionoPy.294 Duals, 3 Hyd.
••
213-93199,"Reel Nice".
COM13111to
6620 Hydrostatic. 216 Flex
Platform, Chopper, Loaded, S.N. 403367 "Reel Nice"•
John Deere 643 Corn Head,"Nice"•Combine Header
Trailer.
TRUCKS-1979 Chevy 70 Series, 5 & 2 Transmission,
427 Engine, Power Steering, Sixteen Thousand Actual
Miles, With Fontaine Spreader Bed wrTwin Fan, "Real
Nice"•1967 Ford 1 Ton wiStemi Bed "Reel Cieen".
FIELD EQUIPMENT-John Deers 230 Hyd. Fold 21'
Disc w Harrow "Like New"• John Deere 220 Center
Fold 19' Disc wHarrow "Real Nice"•John Deere 7100
Platers*. 6 Row,Planter, wHerbicide Boxes, No Till
Coulters, Bean. Corn I IOW Cups,"Like New"•John
Deere 1006 Pull Type Rotary Cutter,"Like Naw"•John
Deere 400 Grain Cart "Like New"•AC 333-11 Row No
MI Planter,"Roller Chain Drive"•Two-13 Tine 3 Point
Chisel Plows w(Gauge Wheels•MC 1636 Row Narrow
Donish Tine Cultivator."Like New"•John Deers6'Pull
Type Rotary Cutter•Big Ox 8'-3 Point Blade•Set Of
400 Gallon Poly Sadder'Tanks & Racks wripump & Regulator•40'- 3Point Hyd. Fold Spray Boom•M.F.5x16"
3 Point Plow•1200 Galion.Poly Nurse Tank•4000 Gallon Fuel Tank w/Pump•John Deere A150Space Heater.
For information: Evenings Contact
Bob Bowiln, 502-527-8607
Or Jack Thompson, 502-527-3030
TRACTORS-IHC 1066,4 Post, T.A. Dual Shaft, 18.4:311
Duals, Weights, 2 Hyd. Valves, S.N. U015657, "Runs
Good"•ItiC 1064,CIA,T.A. Dual Shaft,18.4x311Duals,
Weights, 2 Hyd. Valves, S.N. 069207, "Rune Good"•
Ford 3000 Diesel,Power Steering,Spin Out Wheels,Remote ValveASS225110"Runs Good"•Cobs 590 CK
Dieesi. Backhoe I Loader. S.N. 9668062,"Runs GoodNeeds SoMe Repair".
COMBINE-114C 915 Hydrostatic Diesel Corn I Soybean Special,CIA,620-17.5 Platform w Floating Cutter
Bar, Chopper, S.N. U026372, "Runs Good"•IHC 843
Corn Head.
TRUCKS-1972 Chevy w Grain Bed &Hoist.512 Transmission, 127 Engine, "Good"• 1966 Chevy wiGrain
Bed II Hoist•1968 Chevy wilairein Bed,2Speed•197/
Chevy 20 Series Scottsdale 4 Wheel Drive, VS, Automatic.Power Ale.
FIELD EQUIPMENT-Two-MC 55-11 Tine 3 Point
Chisel Plows•INC 5410-C:16" On Land Plow •1HC 49021' Hyd. Fold Disc•Tuffline 18' Hyd. Fold Disc iv/Harrow•John Deere 8 Row Narrow No TIN Planter•AC 10
Wheel Disc•Brillion 12' Cultimulcher•Set Of 400 Gallon Chem FIRIT1 Stainless Saddle Tanks• Ford 515
Sickle Mower wr7' Bar•Ford 6-3 Point Rotary Cutter
• Stock Trailer • 300 Galion Fuel Tank • Portable 3
Hone Air Compressor•Lincoln 225 Weider.
For Information Contact
LswlsEdwards 502-527-9901
FROM THE ESTATE OF D. J. MURCHISON
John Deem 4520,2753 Actual Hrs.,2 WO.Valves,Quick
Hitch, Wts., S.N. 006303R "Reel Mos"•M Fennell•A
John Deere•Case 600 Combine wrBoth Heeds,"Very
Clew"• New Holland 315 Twine Beier, "Like New"•
New Holland 56 Rake•John Deere 36 Mower•Ford
Poet Hole Digger •John Deers 4114 Planter•New Ides
17 Manure Spreader•John Deere 950-10' Cuitimulcher
•John Deem 12' AW Disc•Case 8' Wheel Disc•John
Deere 16x7 Drill wrSeeder • John Deere 1250-5:16"
Plow •John Deere 22 Hay Conditioner•Sam Mulkey
36' May I Corn Elevator•John Deere 3 Section Spike
Tooth Harrow•Two-4 Wheel Wagons•3Point Sprayer
•Several Fenn Goias• 1988 Chevy Grain Truck w/2
Speed•1977 Ford Maverick, Auto-Metk,4 Door•300
Galion Fuel Tank wrMelered Pump.

Larry Wood
753-0211
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet & upholstery cleaning. For a free
estimate call - 753 5827.
Satisfied references.
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and;
commercial. Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair.
Phone 753-7293.
"NEED home repairs?
Remodeling? No job too
small-. Carpentry,
masonry, plumbing,
glass replacement,
painting. Call 489-2557."

ng

• BAILEY'S --FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

53

53

Services Offered

DILL Electric is now re
winding electric motors.
Call 753-9104.

WILL naui white rock,

PAINTING

sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal,
dirt, gravel, fill sand

Call Roger Hudson,
753 4545 or 753-6763.

ROOFING!

INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING

THOMAS ELECTRONIC
SATELLITE SERVICE
REPAIR & SALE

15 Years Experience,
References, Free
EstimItes

1.

436-2999

WALLPAPERING

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716

Hwy.94.1 Lynnville, Ky.
S1,150 and up

502-382-2823

Services Offered

57. Wanted
ROOD. any type. .up
4-long & 12" diameter 4
mi. $ of Murray on 641
753-9251

FREE ESTIMATES•

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinatdr and
•
••
•
•
•
••
•
•
•
••555•••0Brown. Serviee on gas - 6
I
and electric ranges, •
•
m icrowaves, Os •
•
1-1 w a s'h'e r
res. ,4,C-USTOM KITCHEN CABINETS '•
frigerators, etc. & CUSTOM WOODWORKING
•
Lovett, 3546956 or Earl•
153OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
•
•
5341.
• SOLID WOOD CABINETS & RAISED PANEL DOORS •

Ps

Birch • 00k • W•Inul • Cherry
•
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
•KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
ik CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE &
FURNITURE REFINISHING
•COMPETITIVE PRICES
• Oro, RV &
Our Display

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

•

753-5940

Free Estimates
759-1983

•

If Your Grandctild
is the sweetheart
of your life...

Have •
Them Pictured
In A Heart On
Valentine's Day!

Your picture
will be in
a heart
like this!

Think how happy your"spcla! someone' will
be when she tor •hel reads. Ethe.• persnartlmessage
- from- yoU on Valentine's Day.

Mail or bring in $6.25, the child's pkture and
name, names of Grandparents along with a selfaddressed stamped envelope for the return of the
original photo.

Build a memory, compose your message and
mail or phone it to the Classified Advertising

- -Department-The cost is low.

,-- -

Your message will appear in the special. Valentine Love Lines featured in the Classified Section of this newspaper on February 14.

How excited yoUr grandchild will be when he sees
his picture in the paper on Valentine's Day! Limit
one child per heart!

Send the canna below or dial 753-1916
Deadline For Receipt Of Photos Is Feb. 11th.

FARM
'W#R
*Framing
*Barn Posts
*Fence Posts
lir Treated Lumber
*Metal Roofing
*Farm Hardware

53 'Services Offered

The Murray
Ledger &
Times
Classified Advertising
Department
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, Ky. 42071
Ph. 753-1916
es

Industrial Drive
Murray, Ky.
Phone 759-1099

H•PPY
Volonenot
Or

Dial-A-Service

Dave: I haven't
spent one day not
loving you only!
I'm yours foreverl
Love. Arnie

Our love is
the kind that
lasts forever''

Your Wole

(Clip This Ad From The Paper

And Save For A Handy Reference)

Easy Order Blank For

Taxi Cab Service
911
111011111ES
If its with wel
pumps, plumbi
or electric, then
have the answer.
Cell John Glover,
licensed with 26
years experience.
Answering servic

provided.

Police
911

6 cm.-10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351 /753-5.352

Aluminum
Service
Co.

Murray-Calloway
Comity Hospital

7534131
Calloway County
Rescue Squd

153-6952

Valentine
Love Lines
PRINT YOINS COPY WON FOR vALINTIMI LOW LINES
COST IS MOWS. ON LAST LIM USED

-crepe-ewer •
CHIMNEY SWEEPS
CAI too • Fror torero
Ourer• Per• Geed Nice•
DOWNEY CLEANING

$3.25,
$4.50

••••••., aert•toAts
.C••••••ir Ca/'MD 10[1111114

Ak•soinose we Vinyl
Siding, Casten, trim
References.
work.
Cell Will hi Seiko,
•

0.0 WS*
4.. •••., O.,

7$.1-0611f.

$I,50
Mail so that it reaches us no later than Feb 11
Your message will

THORNTON
HEATING AND AIR
CONDITIONINO INC.

INC 315 Gas Combine, Cab, 14' Platform, 3 Now Corn
Head•John Deere 110-14' Wheel Disc
Dont' Mies This Onel!
csarlIVIrftery Rocs Waif At riaetstitio
BRING YOUR TRUCKS AND TRAILERSIt James R.
Coati Loader Tractor Avalleble At No Chervil
SEE Y
The Ilene...Ileetrk end vow.
rimer deveet liet melee owe set.
wive Is elmervey mud Ce/1...ey
Cennoty ass 01.••••••..

appear on Feb 14 Mail
coupon and check or money order to.
Send •
your
packages the easy
way
Use our convtent
service.*le accept
e3acTiaiii. (eh
shipment
COURT SQUARE
ANTIQUES
Downtown
Court Square

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
Free Estimates
Vibra Steam or
-Goick
Dry Cleaning.
Upholstery Cleaning
753-027

753-7499

Poison

The L.4.r'4 Mies .
Mafia,Advertiskp Deportrosit
P.O. Otox 1040
Norm,Iteetpcky 42071

Conn*

leer Name
Address
Oty

•

_Stets

••••

753-7588

753-11181'

•

•

.••.-•••••;1••••••••••••••••••••••=1
,
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Tuesday,Jan. 22
Wednisday,Jan,23
Wednesday,Jan. 23
Annex: Murray State
Murray High School Sue Wells as hostess will
University.
Chapter of Future be at 9:30 am. at the
1-Pomemakers of Oaks Country Club.
--Story Boars will be at America will have a piz••••••
10:30 a.m. and 3:30.p.m. za party at 4:30 p.m. at
Events at Caffoway
at the Cafloway Public Mr. Gatti's.
County Public Library
James F. (Boss)
Library.
and daughter of the late United Methodist ray, died Saturday at
will include Parents and
Porter Shaw, 74, HarBrown. 83, 506. South
5:45 p.m. -at her home.
---MS1J- Chess Club is Twos at 9:30 a.m. and
din, died Saturday at
13th St., died today at Dr. and Mrs. Rainey T. Church, Murray, at- Her husband,
Elmus L.
-Murray Righ School scheduled to !beet at 7 Story Hours at 10:30
Wells, died this morning tended the Cincinnati
11:55 a.m. at the Mar9:10 a.m. at his home.
_OUtlanS1. died March 22.
Academic Team will p.m. in Mississippi a.m.- and 3:30 p.m
at
home,
Conservator
her
Wood=
69
Music
y
of
- He Was
116spita1,
member of'
host teams from Wingo Room, Curris Center,
and graduated from 1971.,
--Benton.
the First United ford Ave.. Owensboro.
and Calloway .County Murray. State
Survivors include her Chicago Musical
Intramural Basket.
She was a member of
Methodist Church.
A horse trader, he was High Schools at 4 p.m.
University.
sister, Mrs. Laurine College.
ball for students facuty
the Green Plain Church
Born Aug. 29, 1901, in
a member of the
Graveside services of Christ.
---Wells Lovett of
-- and staff at Murray
Calloway County, . he
Mothers Morning Out
Owensboro; one will be at the Murray CiHazel and Douglas State University will
Born March 3, 1910, in Bethlehem Baptist
was the son of the late
Cemetery
brother,
0.
p.m.
Stum
Wells,
3
ty
at
Calloway County, she Church in Trigg County, will be at 9 a.m. at First Centers will be open begin today. RegistraEd-Brown and Minnie
Wednesday.
Omaha, Neb.
was the daughter of the Woodmen of the World United, Methodist from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. tion may be made in
Cotharti Brown.
deceased
Her
Churchill
hus• for activities by senior Room 107, Carr Health,
J.H.
The
late William Lovins and and of Cadiz Lodge No. Church.
One daughter, Jean E.
20 Free and Accepted
---citizens.
Funeral
be
Home
will
band;
in
Gordon
Banks,
Building, or by calling
Nancy
Jane
Blalock
Brown, died' in March
Masons.
He. was an
— —
—
was a native of Murray. charge of .local 1.40Y1n11. .
_ Campus Recreation
_ .. Eva V4011. Mission
•
_ _ Air
Of196-0- He- also • was
Foice veteran of World Group Of Memorial Bap- .. Ladles bridge with fice, 762-6796.
Her Only ion," Gordon arrangements.
•
preceded in 'death by
Mrs. Outland is sur- War II.
tist Church will meet at
Rainey. Banks. also is
one sister, Mrs. Opal
vived by three sons, Joe
2 p.m. at the church.
deceased.
Born Nov. 15, 1910, in
Futrell, and tIvo
Outland and James
Her three surviving
Trigg County, he was
brothers, Bill Brown
' Humane
- Society of
Outland,
Calvert City.
grandsons are Gordon
the son of the late Callciway (`-et,ty will " MIAMI (AP) - A statute of limitations,
and T. Brown.
and Charles L. Outland,
Rainey Banks, Jr., and
Thomas J. Shaw and meet .^;9,
Survivors are his
11el, p.m. at man who says he has according to police.
Rt. 8, Murray; six
Cora Ann Ross Shaw.
wife, Mrs. Fannie Gregory Banks, Aspen,
Miller was released
Callo"vay Public committed up to 300
grandchildren, Jeff
He was preceded in Library.
Alderson Brown, to
rapes since 1970 because from prison in 1969 after '
Outland, Melissa
death by- one sister,
whom he was Marries:Ihe felt women and socie- serving five years of a
- -Outland, Steve Outland,
Mrs. Almeda Holsapple
on Oct. 1$. 1924; one son,
Services. for Dennis Sherri
ty
rejected him was ar- 15-year sentence for
Senior
citizens
aeOutland, Jan
in 1971, and two •tiviAies will be it 9:30 rested at the home of a rape, records show. Max Brown and wife.
Brandon were Sunday
McKee! and Judy
brothers, Bruce Shaw in .a.m. at Dexter Center; rape victirn, police said.
Myrtle, Memphis,
"He's been doing
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Outland.
1980 and Pete Shaw in from 10 a,m. to 2
Tenn.: two brothers,
.one rape a week,
about
the Blalock-Coleman
Ralph
Nathaniel*
p.m.'at
One sister,'Mrs. Annie 1981.
Funeral Home.
Aaron Brown. MemHazel and Douglas Miller. 45, was charged here and there." said,
phis. and Charles
-The - Rev. Fri-ul Lovins Woodruff, Cadiz,
with burglary and three Rape Squad Detective
Survivors aie his Centers; from 10 a.m. to
Brown; three grandMcAdoo officiated. Mrs. survives, along with
rapes aftec„ his arrest Linda Ares.
3
p.m.
at
Ellis
Center.
children; one greatOneida White was three brothers, Norman wife, Mrs. Vina Hicks
Saturday. Although .he
---- •
Mrs. Mary, Martha organist
Lovins, Atlanta, Ga., Shaw, to whom he was
grandchild.
and soloist.
claimed
responsibility
"Birth
a
of
Nation"
The Max Churchill Murray, 63, 1529 RegenPallbedrers were Charlie Lovins, Rt. '8, married on Aug. 6, 1948; will be shown at 12:30 for,between,200.and 300
For Life
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STEVEN G. SACORA

Phone (502)382-2773
- for consultation

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
•

BARGAIN

-.

Lfl

fifEAR
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U
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Hog market

Hewitt Include. 4 Swiping 1tation.
Rect4OLS: krt. 12-54 lE.41. 130 Barrow.
•(Wt.(tub 511 higher Sous rteat13
4 1 1 2 210-250 1-13.
tern,. 50.50
I •! MI !lit lb.
$49.011150.110

Litt.m•3411.5

1 • 21 !lit 2.511
1 1 2 4 Mb re lb.

$49.541 50.11*1
$40.54549.30

I

2.2210 Litt
1,4 I3 eel *MI 1b.
91 1 3 45011011 lb.
,
1 s P3 Fill 41.54. lb..
1• 2. 3 Me 5011
Anar. CU I NI Ii 511

$10.00.37.511
7j01 bull
C54IAW12.110
$41 „50-44.SO
C14.04137.001

Fit side and top-post terminals 10 ga
CC1010

QUANTITIES LIMITED
An American force
commanded by - Gen.
Andrew Jackson
defeated the British
Jan. 8, 1815, in the Battle
of New Orleans. It was
the closing engagement
of the War 'of 1812.

AllSeason Radials

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO
Chestnut St.
753-2571

$
51

Steel Belted Radials

fiGH r.3
Whitewall
N.hada needed

tio141..‘
Wndewall
N, ••
,,, to.

Arriva Radial
WhAreell
Size
-

SALE
PRICE

P165/75R13
P175/75R13

$52.50
$55.40

P175/80R13
P185/65R14
P175/75R14

UNCLE
JEFF'S

P185/75R14

Custom Polysteel Radial*
Whitewall
Sore

Whilewall
. VALE
Size. .. . - PRiCE

SALE
eruct

WhIlowall
Oa.

SALE
PRICE

$53.90

iv 15/7F114
.
P205'75R15..

$ues°

P185.,75R14

$58.30

P215/ 75R15

$69.80

P195,751114

'$6080

P225.;751115

.572.90

P195/75R14

$135.10

P1 75780$413.

$52.00.

P205/75R14
P195•'75111'5
$56.40
$132.50 . P215,75R15
$57.80
P225 75R15
$62.20 . P235/75R15

1456.90
$67.40

P175-71,R14

04-80
$78.10
$81.70

No trade needed

$6790

V ..lh liP
N. II Ade

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES FOR THESE MID-WINTER BUYS!

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY
Walter Mehr

Hwy. 641
WE ARE NOW BETTER and FASTER

Pharmacist-Owner.

Goodyear Bias Ply

$3125

White Letter Radials
PILO '501113
401140 WNW Wee
UR old we

'8 I 3 Olhowito
And old "re

DATE

COMPUTER IN

THE AREA.

1=11181MENNEIME1
41450.

1. KEEP ACCURATE, COMPLETE RECORDS

IRAA
'
A
SEW

EVERHAY
LOA PIKE
LOW WI We

878-13

$32.55

2:
3.
4.
5.

1128-14

$45.30

C78-14

$34.85

E78-15

$3135

078-14

536.00

P78-IS

$40.65

E78-14

$341.110

G78-15.

5_43.75

F78-14

$3111.15
.

078-14 _ $42.00

for insurance & taxes
DRUG to DRUG interaction checking
PATIENT to DRUG ALLERGY checking
REFILL PRESCRIPTION FROM YOUR NAME
( bottle not needed )
EVEN FASTER SERVICE
at the SAME LOW PRICES

flrEattatt
°Alm.
LOA osect
OWL ' Wile
IS.

,

EVERYDAY
=M
. L°Vi PM" ROW maw
WA Men
Lew so.
P195, 70013 $71 20
P.-'05 601313
P115-708
'
4 477
" T235101114
1*205 700i4
F715rr01*14 • wows „P245 60014
P225 /0014 $87 85 - P245 60015

$83.30

G-Metric Radial

rorifira
vett WO Ws

Olattwatt
Strit

MAYDAY
LOW PRICE
win WI tint

$ 70.30

15591' .

$44 os

....,..,

%FOAM

.
W.

0101 WORN

.4i1SH lb

For Pickups, Vans & RVs

$4455

$3950

Eagle ST Radial

Power Streak II

We noi...• have the NEWEST & MOST UP TO

Import Car Radials

Rib Hi-Miler

.4.56.48

$ 18.110
$ 1112.61$

su0_

H28-15

$46.00

P225 70/115

$111111.1110

$
P255 WA 15 $1811.1116

L78-15

$48.35

P736.701555

$113.14

1*275 60015 $107.86

issso ; •
S4775
. i rssri 1
549 05
.
195So 14

$53.115

, l5.70S1113

$4550

ill.! • 70S013

$52.211

.111 705014

1155.55

No trade needed

QUICK,CREDIT
FROM CITIBANKo
For Goodyear Tires And Service
•

Credit card convenience for

automotive needs Pick up an application now at•your

neertiy Goodyear retailer.
• Use The Silver Card nationwide at

participating Goodyear retarl outlet's
• You may also use thine other ways to buy American Express. Carte Blanche
Diners Club, MasterCard. Vise

`2771=
2r7241
:::1,700=71=":
4N4

11":
tiI=
c ,.=1..1.
16"1"""A
frJrcVIr
r"At
r

r

UNCLE JEFF DISCOUNT PHARMACY
'we CARE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH.- ,
phone 73-7688
WALTER MEHR
home ,759-4703
.harmacist owner

Rudolph Goodyear
U.S. 641 S.

Murray, Ky.
"W. Have A Winning

'Iluslnoss Is Good

.==

• •-

(502) 753-0595
Team - Quality, Quantity A Price"

fi

